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Résumé
Les Smart Grids visent à transformer le réseau électrique actuel en un réseau
"plus intelligent" où la production énergétique est décentralisée et automatisée, facilitant l’intégration des sources d’énergie renouvelables. Cette évolution est rendue possible grâce à l’utilisation d’un réseau de communication pour les multiples échanges de données hétérogènes des Smart Grids.
L’objectif de cette thèse est de proposer un paradigme de communication
efficace en termes de qualité de service pour les Smart Grids basé sur les
réseaux de capteurs.
Dans un premier temps, on s’intéresse au protocole standard RPL. Nous
proposons une évolution de celui-ci à travers une nouvelle fonction objectif.
Celle-ci tire parti de l’hétérogénéité matérielle des nœuds et des liens pour
introduire la qualité de service. Cela permet à RPL de satisfaire les multiples et différentes exigences en termes de fiabilité, de latence et de priorité
dans l’acheminement des données. Nos résultats montrent que notre approche permet bien la différentiation du trafic tout en réduisant la latence
du routage et en économisant l’énergie.
Nous proposons également d’améliorer l’utilisation du réseau de capteurs en y introduisant l’auto-organisation et la réduction des données. Le
but est alors de prédire la valeur des données mesurées plutôt que de les
transmettre. Une autre approche explorée est d’agréger les différents messages transitant sur le réseau tout en considérant leurs différentes exigences
de qualité de service. Ces deux approches permettent ainsi de réduire la
consommation d’énergie tout en respectant les exigences des différentes applications des Smart Grids.
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Abstract
Smart Grids aim to transform the current electric grid into a "smarter" network where energy production is decentralized and automated, which facilitates the integration of renewable energy resources. This evolution is
made possible thanks to the use of a communication network for the multiple heterogeneous data exchanges of the Smart Grids. Hence, the aim of
this thesis is to propose an efficient communication paradigm in terms of
quality of service for Smart Grids based on wireless sensor networks.
First, we study data routing in Smart Grids with the RPL standard. Nevertheless, RPL is not suitable for Smart Grid applications in terms of quality
of service. Therefore, we propose an objective function for RPL that takes
different features of both nodes and links into consideration. Results show
that our approach improves network performance compared to existing solutions in terms of packet delivery ratio, network lifetime, latency and traffic differentiation.
Then, we also propose a more efficient data collection by introducing
self-organization and data reduction for these wireless sensors. The goal
is to predict the value of the measured data rather than transmitting them.
Another explored approach is to aggregate the different messages sent across
the network while considering their different requirements in terms of quality of service. These two approaches reduce the energy consumption while
respecting the requirements of the different applications of the Smart Grids.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this first chapter, we firstly introduce the general context of the thesis
and the necessity of Smart Grids. After that, we present our contributions.
Finally, we provide an overview of the structure of this thesis.

1.1
1.1.1

Towards A Smart Grid
Why Smart Grids?

Conventional power grids are "complex systems" that generally consist of
the interconnection of various power system elements such as synchronous
machines, power transformers, transmission lines, transmission substations,
distribution lines, distribution substations, and different types of loads.
These are located far from the power consumption area and electric power
is transmitted through long transmission lines. This system is characterized
by a relatively simple hierarchical unidirectional flow of electricity through
the grid, from a few generators to a large number of consumers.
These power grids no longer satisfy the need of energy of the twenty
first century. The increased electricity demand per person is limited by the
restrained electricity production and these aging and unsuitable infrastructures. This limitation is also due to inaccurate management systems, inefficient operations and maintenance processes, the need for a huge human
intervention and a centralized communication system that lacks interoperability.
Besides that, the introduction into the electricity grid of multiple sporadic Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) e.g., electric vehicles, photovoltaic cells, wind farms, located in sometimes unexpected places, makes
its control even more complex [1].
Smart Grid (SG) promises to solve these issues by operating with automatic control and operation in response to user needs and power availability, improving efficiency, reliability and safety, with smooth integration of
numerous renewable and alternative energy sources.
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1.1.2

Smart Grid architecture

Figure 1.1 shows the classical architecture of the SG (we note that some
elements of this architecture may differ [2, 3] from a city or a country to
another). It consists of four functional domains (bulk generation, transmission, distribution and customer [consumption and generation]), a two-way
flow of electricity and a communication network that ensures bidirectional
information exchange.

F IGURE 1.1: Smart Grid architecture

In the bulk generation, the electricity that power plants generate is delivered to customers over transmission and distribution power lines. Highvoltage transmission lines, like those that hang between tall metal towers,
carry electricity over long distances to where consumers need it. Higher
voltage electricity is more efficient and less expensive for long-distance electricity transmission [4]. The generator voltage is usually around 15 to 25 KV
(KiloVolt) [5]. This relatively low voltage is not appropriate for the transmission of energy over long distances. For that, at the generating station, a
transformer is used to increase the voltage and reduce the current. The voltage is increased to 500 KV and a high-voltage line transmits the generatorproduced energy to a distant substation.
Lower voltage electricity that is safer for use in the customer domain is
delivered through distribution lines. For that, the voltage is then reduced
to 12 KV at the distribution substation. Several distribution lines emanate
from each distribution substation as overhead or underground lines and
distribute the energy along streets and alleys. The distribution transformers
reduce the voltage which supplies houses, shopping centers, and other local
loads. In other words, transformers at substations increase (step up) or
reduce (step down) voltages to adjust to the different stages of the journey
from the power plant on long-distance transmission lines to distribution
lines that carry electricity to homes and businesses.
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In the customer domain, every household or commercial establishment
can generate electricity (under certain authorizations) by installing solar
photovoltaic panels or wind farms on their rooftops and become electricity
producers. In that way, they can meet their electricity demand partly or
fully by themselves, and even selling excess electricity to the distribution
utilities which will allow bidirectional electricity flow.
Moreover, in a SG, a two way communication network sits on top of the
conventional power grid to allow the required information (e.g., control
and consumption messages) to be exchanged across the network. Communication technologies range between wireless and/or wired [6]. This
network typically consists of a Home Area Network (HAN), which is used
to gather data from a variety of devices within the household, a Neighborhood Area Network (NAN) to connect smart meters to local access points
and a Wide Area Network (WAN) responsible of the decision making and
connecting the grid to the utility system (more details about the communication network will be provided in Chapter 2).
It is useful to note that Enedis, the company which is in charge of the
electricity distribution network in France, uses G3-PLC standard [7] which
is a physical layer specification for Power Line Communication (PLC) to
manage the communication network. It consists of using the power grid
as a communication medium by superposing a high frequency electrical
signal on the electrical signal. G3-PLC allows two-way communications
that provide electricity network operators with intelligent monitoring and
control capabilities. Besides that, as the power lines are managed by the
operator, PLC makes it then possible to be independent of any other service provider and the associated costs. However, PLC suffers from many
drawbacks such as high noise sources and interference, low data rates, open
circuit problems (communication over the power lines is lost with devices
on the side of an open circuit) [6].

1.1.3

Ubiquitous network for Smart Grid

In order to shift from the existing electric grid to the self-organizing and
communicating SG, it appears necessary to instrument and master the high
level and complex energy supervision on the electric grid. Managing the
SG with a ubiquitous network to exchange regular and critical control messages all over the power network becomes then crucial. Consequently, one
of the potential solutions envisioned is to equip the electrical grid with
wireless sensors located at strategic measuring points to achieve remote
monitoring, data collection and control of the grid [8]. These sensors are

4
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able to communicate together via the radio medium. It is the set of thousands of these communicating sensors distributed on the grid that will establish a parallel wireless data network (wireless sensor network), that will
constitute the ubiquitous network of the SG, the real nervous system of it.
When compared to conventional wired communication networks, wireless communication technologies and Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) in
our case have potential benefits in order to remotely control and monitor
substations, e.g., savings in cabling costs and rapid installation of the communication infrastructure. They offer several advantages like their ease of
deployments, scalability regarding the expandability of the network, resilience and robustness due to their ability to cope with node failures, infrastructure less and low cost in terms of material and deployment (e.g., in
wireless communication, cabling cost is eliminated.) [9], etc. On the other
hand, WSNs are more susceptible to electro magnetic interference and often
have limitations in bandwidth capacity, autonomy and maximum distances
among communication devices [6]. These issues have to be carefully considered when designing a SG network.
Furthermore, SG applications are heterogeneous in terms of requirements, criticality and delay tolerance [10, 11, 12]. These applications generate different types of traffic (real-time, critical, regular) [13]. Consequently,
they require different levels of Quality of Service (QoS).
Thus, for a WSN, different criteria have to be taken into consideration in order to achieve a reliable communication with the following requirements: reliability, latency, auto-configuration, auto-adaptation, network scaling and data prioritization [6, 13, 14].

1.2

Contribution Of The Thesis

Given the SG requirements in terms of diversity of applications and traffic, the
aim of this thesis is to propose a heterogeneous and QoS efficient communication
paradigm for SGs based on WSNs.
At first, we address the QoS routing in SGs and traffic differentiation
with the RPL (Routing Protocol for Low power and lossy networks) standard. After that, as effective as the QoS routing in SGs, and considering
the WSNs challenges previously discussed, we are also interested in a more
effective feedback of information by introducing self-organization and data
reduction in SGs.

1.2.1

Quality of Service routing in Smart Grids

In a WSN, and in order to be able to address each sensor individually, for
example to activate/disable the energy source or measure its level of production in a SG environment, the nodes cooperate to relay messages from
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one sensor to another across the network. Those are the algorithms called
routing protocols which are in charge of determining which path to follow
in the ubiquitous network of thousands of sensors to reach a given sensor
and be able to communicate with it, and thus act on the SG. We understand
therefore the crucial importance of routing protocols.
Among all the existing routing protocols used in the SGs, the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard RPL [15] remains the most recognized and widely used [16, 17].

F IGURE 1.2: Smart Grid metering data collection.

As described in [18], RPL meets the scalability and reliability constraints
of SG applications (e.g., Advanced Metering Infrastructure) and is recommended by the SG standards. Alongside with its support for wireless communications, RPL can be used with PLC [19]. Figure 1.2 shows how smart
meters (represented by houses) can send their measurements to the concentrator via wireless or PLC links. The same Media Access Control (MAC)
layer can be compatible with a physical layer using wireless or PLC communications. We note that other protocols [20] are used for routing in SGs
but these protocol do not support traffic differentiation which is an important aspect for SG applications.
As a general protocol, RPL is intended to meet the requirements of
a wide range of Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) application domains including the SGs ones. It allows an improvement and adaptation
margin via different objective functions. They optimize the routing metrics
that are used to build the routes and hence help in choosing the best route.
It provides different QoS classes at the network layer through multiple logical subdivisions of the network called instances (more details in Section
2.4).
However, RPL standard objective functions do not allow traffic differentiation and do not fulfill the heterogeneous requirements of SGs in terms
of QoS.
Following RPL, Request For Comments (RFC) 8036 proposes five different priority classes for the traffic in SG Advanced Metering Infrastructure
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(AMI). Other work [21] classify the traffic into two levels: critical and periodic.
Based on that and since the traffic classes in the SG are not standardized, a single solution to route the traffic with different QoS may not be
sufficient since the number of instances (traffic classes) vary depending on
the application and the implementation. A multi-objective approach is thus
essential to meet the QoS requirements of SG applications.
Therefore, we introduce OF QS, an RPL compliant objective function,
with a multi-objective metric that considers the delay and the remaining
energy in the battery nodes alongside with the quality of the links. Our
function adapts to the number of instances providing a QoS differentiation
based on the different SG applications requirements. Computer simulations
and real test-bed experiments show that OF QS provides a low packet delivery latency and a higher Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) while extending
the lifetime of the network compared to solutions in literature.

1.2.2

Data reduction in Smart Grids

In a SG, electricity and energy do exist, but connecting sensors to such high
voltage with intermittent and ill-adapted energy levels is sometimes inappropriate. Moreover, self powered sensors are easier to deploy. For that,
battery-powered sensors must be deployed all over the grid alongside with
the main-powered ones. Thus, reporting data measurements at specific intervals has a direct effect on the sensors battery lifetime since the communication task consumes most of their available energy [22]. In such context
of continuous data reporting, data changes are limited between each reading, which may cause redundant information at the destination. To mitigate
these energy loses and increase the network’s lifetime, data reduction approaches are used [23].
These approaches can be classified into three main categories [23]: Innetwork processing, data compression and data prediction:
• In-network processing consists of processing the data collected by the
sensor nodes themselves between the source and the destination [24],
in this way the amount of data is reduced while traversing the network.
• In data compression, data is generally reduced by performing data
aggregation techniques [25] on specific nodes called "aggregators".
• Data prediction aims for reducing wireless radio transmissions in the
network which in turn will reduce the amount of data sent by each
sensor. This is done by predicting the measured values using specific
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algorithms [26], which will require sending the predicted information
to the destination (sink) only if it is shifted from the sensed one by a
certain threshold.
Although data reduction techniques are widely used in literature, their
adaptability is limited to specific applications. Thus, using these techniques
for SG applications requires specific customization since such applications
are characterized by their diversity in terms of data types and QoS requirements.
Therefore, our proposition concerning data reduction is twofold; at first,
we consider data prediction techniques. This will allow us to limit redundant information at the destination nodes in a SG (based on WSN) environment where data variation is limited (e.g., photovoltaic cells monitoring).
Later, we address data aggregation techniques. Here, broader applications
are covered where collected data is not necessarily homogeneous. Aggregation will then enable decision making (regarding the routing) not only
at the level of the sender and destination nodes as in data prediction, but
potentially at every node in the network, aggregating jointly different data
packets with different priorities and QoS requirements.
Both of these data reduction techniques will reduce loads on the communication links, thus achieving a better utilization of the wireless channel
and reducing energy consumption. Choosing the one or the other will depend on the characteristics of the SG application and the data it generates.
For data prediction, we focus on a time series forecasting technique,
called Least Mean Squares (LM S). This is an adaptive algorithm with very
low computational overhead and memory consumption, that despite its
simplicity, provides satisfactory performances in terms of computational
speed, robustness and precision [27].
LM S main drawback is the complex task of choosing the adequate parameters. This directly impacts the stability of the algorithm specially when
using it with different data types as is the case in a SG context [12].
We propose a modification for the LM S filter used for data prediction
in WSN, which is introduced in [28], to adapt it to the different data types.
We apply the algorithm to photovoltaic cells monitoring data set. We tune
the parameters by training it offline for a certain time with the real data
values of every data set and choosing the values that minimizes the Mean
Square Error (M SE). Different parameters are obtained after the training
process in accordance with every data type. Our simulation results show a
better data prediction and a lower M SE compared to literature.
Now concerning data aggregation, and as already mentioned, in a SG
different applications require different QoS priorities. Consequently, data
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aggregation must respect these requirements (i.e, delays caused by aggregating the packets) in order to ensure a reliable communication.
Therefore, we propose a QoS efficient data aggregation algorithm for
the different traffic in a SG network. The expected results will reduce the
energy consumption in the network while respecting the QoS requirements
of SGs.

1.3

Structure Of The Thesis

Two main topics are addressed in this thesis: the first topic is the QoS routing in the SGs. The second one is data reduction in SGs which in turn is
elaborated into two parts: data prediction and data aggregation in SGs.
In Chapter 2, we provide an outline of the SG different aspects. After
that, we address the routing in the Smart Grids followed by an overview of
the RPL protocol and the main contributions around it.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the first topic - The QoS routing in the SGs. First,
we present an overview on why we need multiple instances in RPL. Then,
the proposed solution is provided and explained in detail. Finally, simulation and experiments results are presented and discussed.
Second topic of the thesis is discussed first in Chapter 4 - Data prediction in
SGs. A brief introduction on the requirements of data prediction in SGs is
provided alongside with the main work concerning data prediction in WSN
and SGs in literature. After that, our proposition and simulation results are
presented and discussed.
Chapter 5 tackles the second part of the data reduction topic - Data aggregation in SGs. In this chapter, we firstly provide a brief overview of data
aggregation requirements in a SG environment. State of the art solutions are
presented next. Last, we present our proposition, deeply analyze it with examples and discuss the expected results.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the work presented in the previous chapters.
Future work and perspectives that could improve SG efficiency and the
overall performance of the proposed solutions are drawn.
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State Of The Art
In this chapter, we firstly provide an overview of the Smart Grids different
aspects. After that, we address the routing in the Smart Grids and provide
a comprehensive overview of the RPL protocol and the main work around
this standard.

2.1

Prerequisites

Before starting this chapter we briefly provide some prerequisite requirements of some useful statements/expressions:
• MAC layer: the MAC layer provides addressing and channel access
control mechanisms that enable several terminals or network nodes
to communicate in a network. It uses MAC protocols to ensure that
signals sent from different stations across the same channel don’t collide.
• Network layer: it is the layer that provides data routing paths for
network communication. It selects and manages the best logical path
for data transfer between nodes. This layer contains hardware devices
such as routers, bridges, firewalls and switches.
• Header and payload: in a data packet, the payload is the data itself that needs to be transferred (usually the user’s data). While the
header identifies the source and destination of the packet and other
control information, it is removed then from the packet when it reaches
its destination and the payload is the only data received by the destination system.
• Routing protocol: a routing protocol also known as routing policy
uses software and routing algorithms to determine optimal network
data transfer and communication paths between network nodes. It
specifies how these nodes communicate with each other, distributing
necessary information that enables them to select routes between any
two nodes on a computer network.
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• Proactive, reactive and hybrid routing: : in proactive routing protocols every node stores information in the form of tables, the routes
to all the destination (or parts of the network) are determined at the
start up, and maintained by using a periodic route update process. In
reactive protocols, routes are determined when they are required by
the source using a route discovery process. Hybrid routing protocols
combine the basic properties of the first two classes of protocols into
one.
• Distance vector routing protocol: in distance vector routing, each router
sends its neighbors a list of all known networks along with its own
distance to each one of these networks. In other words, each router
depends on its neighbors for information, which the neighbors in turn
may have learned from their neighbors, and so on.

2.2

The Smart Grids

In this section we provide a quick overview on the SG technologies. We
present then the typical architecture of the SG communication network, the
corresponding communication requirements, alongside with the main SG
applications.

2.2.1

Smart Grid technologies: pros and cons

Network technologies that are used for communication, distribution, transmission and customer domain in SGs are the key components of the SG
infrastructure. The integration of these technologies into the electricity infrastructure will allow the exchange of a huge amount of data from the
different SG entities. Hence, it will allow a greater control and vision about
the grid for the utilities and provide the customers with many additional facilities, complying the new applications requirements that will come along.
Choosing the adequate technology is then crucial, depending on the required data rates, security, reliability level and many other criteria. These
communication technologies can be split into two main categories regarding their communication medium: wired and wireless.
• Wired communications: many wired technologies are used for SG
communications, such as Power Line Communication (PLC), which
uses the existing power lines for data transmissions. PLC main advantage is its existing infrastructure which decreases the installation
cost of the communication infrastructure. Moreover, PLC technology
is convenient for utilities from a security perspective since it will be
controlling its own wired network. However, in PLC data rates are extremely variants and the communication medium suffers from high
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noise sources and interference [29]. Fiber optics are also a feasible
wired technology in SG WAN applications mainly [30]. Data packets are transmitted through optical fibers with supported data rates
between 155 Mbps and 160 Gbps [30]. Fiber optics have the ability
of providing reliable, high performance and long distance communications with high data rates. However, their cost of deployment is
extremely high compared to an already existing PLC infrastructure.
Other wired technologies such as Ethernet, coaxial cables and Digital
Subscriber Lines (DSL) communications are also used for data communications in SGs and mainly HAN and NAN [31].
With that being said, we can summarize that wired technologies are
costly for wide area deployments but they may offer an increased reliability, capacity and security.
• Wireless technologies: such as Zigbee, WiFi, Bluetooth, Microwave,
WSN, LPWAN [31, 32], etc. These technologies enable connecting devices in a wireless way, eliminating the cost of installation of wirelines. They offer several advantages like their ease of deployments,
scalability regarding the expandability of the network, resilience and
robustness due to their ability to cope with node failures, infrastructure less and low cost in terms of material and deployment. However,
wireless signals are generally significantly subject to transmission attenuation and environmental interference. Moreover, they are susceptible to electro magnetic interference in SG environments.
To conclude, none of the wired or wireless technologies is suitable for
all the application types, and there is always a technology that may be a
best fit for a specific application.
In this thesis, our motivation for using WSNs comes from the above
mentioned advantages for wireless communications, and specially their
ease of deployment and expansion. This has significant benefits with the
rapid growth and apparition of distributed energy resources across the electric grid. Furthermore, their ability to interoperate with other technologies
makes them a good candidate in an heterogeneous SG environment.

2.2.2

Smart Grid communication network

SG promises to transform the current electric grid into a smarter network by
operating with automatic control and smooth integration of renewable energy resources. For that, there is a clear need for communication networks
supporting reliable information transfer between the various entities in the
electric grid. Figure 2.1 shows a typical SG communication network architecture.
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F IGURE 2.1: Smart Grid communication network [33]

It consists of a HAN, which is used to gather data from a variety of devices within the household, a NAN to connect smart meters to local access
points, and a WAN to connect the grid to the utility system.
In the following, a description of the different entities is provided alongside with the corresponding communication technologies used.
• HAN is the first layer in the subsystem of the SG [34] that plays a
critical role in the control of the home appliances, the proper use of
electricity, and in lowering gas emission. HAN is used to gather data
from a variety of heterogeneous devices within the household e.g.,
smart meters, in-home displays, home energy management systems.
These devices have the potential to enable two-way energy flow communication between utilities and end-users. The data collected is then
used by the utility company to obtain information about the global
energy usage of the household. HAN connects devices using either
wired technologies (e.g., coaxial cables, PLC, twisted pairs, fiber optics) or wireless technologies (e.g., WIFI, Bluetooth, LPWAN) [35, 32].
In most cases, wireless technologies are preferred due to their ease
of deployments and remote control access, providing an independent
or even a backup network to the current existing wired network. We
note that at the same level of HAN we can find Building Area Network (BAN) and Industrial Area Network (IAN) [30] which are used
for commercial and industrial customers with focus on building automation, heating, ventilating, air conditioning and other industrial
energy management applications.
• NAN forms data transmission bridges between utility backbone and
households/buildings in a SG [36]. It connects smart meters to local
access points for remote metering applications. This can be a network of smart meters and sensors creating a mesh, as well as a part of
a mesh network collecting electricity data from multiple HANs and
forwarding it to the backbone through NAN gateways. The version
of this network which is deployed to collect data from power lines,
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mobile workforce, towers, etc. for power grid monitoring is referred
to as Field Area Network (FAN) [37]. Different communication and
networking technologies are deployed in NANs such as WSN, Broadband Power Line Communications (BPLC), fiber optics, etc.
• WAN represents the backbone of the SG, it provides decision making
in the control centers and the link between the grid and the core utility
systems. WAN comprises two types of networks: Core and Backhaul.
While the Core Network is used to connect the network of the utility
and substations, the Backhaul Network is used to connect NAN to
the core network and routes the data from the NANs to the private
networks of the service providers. In most cases, the used technology
in WANs is wired/optical and routing is handled by means of a public
network such as the Internet or private lines [37].
These entities, having heterogeneous communication technologies and
applications, will coexist and cooperate in order to deliver the data
on a "multi-technology" SG network. This raises the importance of
implementing adequate routing protocols that supports diverse technologies and traffic types.

2.2.3

Smart Grids communication requirements

In a SG, the power grid infrastructure will coexist with an advanced communication system where extensive applications for consumers, manufacturers and utilities generate heterogeneous data types. In this vision, the
potential promises of the SG are numerous [38], including the integration
of a significant number of renewable energy resources and electric vehicles,
increasing the energy efficiency and the available information for customers
regarding their consumption, etc.
In order to enable such facilities, the SGs communication network necessitate an efficient communication network with numerous requirements [31,
35, 39]. In the following, we outline some of the main requirements that
should be satisfied by the SG communication network.
• Reliability: One of the most important benefits of SG technologies is
to improve the reliability of the electric grid [31]. Utilities will not
introduce elements that could compromise reliability. Thus, the communication system should potentially guarantee data transfer according to specific requirements. Table 2.1 shows the reliability tolerance
of the different SG applications where we can see that some highly
critical traffic of DA, DSM, AMI, etc. require a reliability of more than
99.5%.
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• Scalability: Scalability is a critical requirement for SG networks and
especially NANs where a huge number of heterogeneous devices are
connected in large areas [36]. Moreover, sporadic Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) are deployed and could potentially be added
within time. The network must then be capable to follow the expansion of the power system without the need of a complex infrastructure
deployment.
• Latency: Latency in SGs corresponds to the delay of data delivery between SG components. Table 2.1 shows the maximum allowed delays
for the different SG applications, which reflects the required latency
for these latter. Some critical applications may not tolerate any latency (e.g., DA critical traffic). For others latency is not critical (e.g.,
Network configuration traffic) [12].
• Traffic prioritization: SG applications are heterogeneous in terms of
requirements and criticality. Some mission-critical applications may
not tolerate any delay. Others like regular data collection could possibly have a bigger tolerance margin. Traffic prioritization is then crucial in order to route the different data and control packets within
their tolerated QoS requirements.
• Interoperability: SG components are heterogeneous and diverse. Interoperability is the ability of these components to work together and
exchange information cooperatively [35]. This will enable an effective
two-way communication and integration among the different interconnected elements of the SG. The National Institute for Standards
and Technology (NIST) provides extensive details [40] about the interoperability frameworks, protocols and standards for SGs.

2.2.4

Applications

In a SG, reliable and online information (e.g., command and control messages and instant information on the usage of the production units) becomes the key factor for efficient delivery of power from the generating
units to the end users. The impact of equipment failures, capacity limitations, and natural accidents and catastrophes, which cause power disturbances and outages, can be largely avoided by online power system condition monitoring, diagnostics and protection [8]. These new applications
have frequently been studied and presented in literature [10, 11, 12, 41], and
many classification were made [1, 38, 39, 42]. In this section, we present five
main SG applications. We study their main functionalities and advantages.
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• Advanced Metering Infrastructure (or AMI) consists of an integrated
system of smart meters for measuring, collecting, analyzing and communicating energy consumption of smart appliances. Enabling twoway communication between utilities and customers and providing
a number of important functions that were not previously possible or
had to be performed manually. Such as the ability to automatically
and remotely measure electricity use, connect and disconnect to a service, identify and isolate outages and monitor voltage.
• Demand Side Management (DSM) consists of a set of interconnected
and flexible programs which grant customers a greater role in shifting
their own demand for electricity during peak periods, and reducing
their overall energy consumption. DSM comprises two principal activities:
– Demand Response (DR) or load shifting which aims to transfer
customer load during periods of high demand to off-peak periods. The grid operator or other stakeholders influence the customers behavior mostly by monetary incentives, allowing them
to participate in the energy market competition by changing their
energy consumption approach instead of being passively exposed
to fixed prices. This results in profits for both, the companies and
the end-users.
– Energy efficiency and conservation programs which allow customers to save energy while receiving the same level of end service, such as when they replace an old electric appliance with a
more energy efficient model.
• Distribution Automation (DA) is defined as the ability of taking an
automated decision to make more efficient fault detection, isolation
and restoration in a grid. This is done by remotely monitoring, controlling, manipulating and coordinating distribution, improving then
the reliability across the grid. DA offers new features, it incorporates
alarming and automated feeder switching, which in turn will help
reduce the frequency and duration of customer outages. Substation
automation is achieved through Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems which are able to make these automated
decisions in real time by running algorithms based on the data they
receive and orchestrate adjustments to optimize voltages and self-heal
any failure issue.
• Distributed Energy Resources (or DERs) such as photovoltaic cells,
wind turbines and energy storage points present one of the main benefits in a SG. These DERs will be able to supply particular areas with
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electricity when they are isolated from the main power grid due to
failure conditions or system and equipment failures. Moreover, these
DERs foster the shift from a centralized power system towards a more
decentralized one. This is achieved by contributing to the evolution
of local grid areas served by one or more distribution substations and
supported by high penetrations of DERs called microgrids. It is important to note that the introduction of these DERs located in sometimes unexpected places into the network raises challenges in managing, controlling and exchanging messages across the grid [1] due to
their sporadic nature.
• Electric transport via electric vehicles (PEV: Plug-in Electric Vehicles)
or hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV: Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles)
aims to improve or even replace traditional transport by reducing
emissions produced by fossil fuels. For that, an electric vehicle uses
one or more electric motors that are powered by a rechargeable electric accumulator. SGs can better manage vehicle charging so that
rather than increasing peak loads, the charging can be carried out
more strategically. For example when electricity demand is low or
when the production of renewable electricity is high. In the long run,
SGs can use electric vehicles as batteries to store renewable and other
sources of electricity for later use.

However, since these applications will generate different types of traffic
(real-time, critical, regular) [13], they require different levels of QoS. Table 2.1 shows the diversity of delay tolerance and reliability for the different NAN applications [12]. Thus, for a WSN, different criteria have to be
taken into consideration in order to achieve a proper communication with
many requirements such as reliability, latency, auto-configuration, autoadaptation, network scaling and data prioritization [13].

2.3

Routing protocols for Smart Grids

Several routing protocols were proposed for data routing in Smart Grids
and particularly in NANs [20]. In the following, we briefly present some of
the latest and mostly used ones.
• LOADng (Lightweight On-demand Ad hoc Distance vector routing
protocol, Next Generation) [43] is a reactive routing protocol that establishes routes towards the destination only on demand when there
is some data to send. LOADng is an adapted version of the AODV
protocol [44] to make it suitable for LLN. It uses flooding and RREQ/
RREP messages to establish routes within the network. LOADng
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Data traffic

Maximum
allowed delay

Reliability

DA - Data related to the protection of the distribution network

<3 s

>99.5%

DERs - Data related to the protection
of the distribution network

<4 s

<99.5 %

Critical traffic of: DA, DSM, AMI, DERs

<5 s

>99.5%

Electric transport

<10 s

>98%

Non critical traffic of DSM & AMI

<15 s

>98%

Non critical traffic of DA & AMI

<30 s

>98%

Network configuration traffic, normal AMI traffic

<5 min

>98%

Normal AMI traffic

<4 h

>98%

Network configuration traffic

< Hours/Days

>98%

TABLE 2.1: NAN requirements in terms of reliability[12]

main drawbacks [45] are the route discovery delay (during the routing discovery process, outgoing packets are stored in buffers which
may cause losses in memory constrained devices). Flooding is also an
issue in networks with limited autonomy devices (e.g., WSN) causing
unnecessary battery depletion and collisions of control messages.
• DADR (Distributed Autonomous Depth first Routing) [46] is a proactive distance vector routing protocol for path maintaining or path repair that adapts to link changes and minimizes control overhead in
the network. It uses a lightweight mechanism to provide redundant
paths for each destination and Depth First Search (DFS) guided by
the routing table and backtracking mechanism for path recovery after
link failures. However, loop detection false positive and false negative might occur if the Frame ID (FID) table is not well maintained (the
FID table is used to store the previous sender and the next hop each
time a packet is forwarded). DADR may also increase CPU and memory overhead on intermediate nodes due to additional mechanisms in
the data-forwarding phase [20].
• GRACO (Geographic GReedy routing with ACO recovery strategy) [47]
is a geographic routing algorithm that combines a pheromone-assisted
greedy forwarding mode and an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
based recovery mode. GRACO makes the routing decision using geographic greedy forwarding strategy. If it is not possible (if a packet
arrives to a node that has no neighbor closer to destination than itself),
an ACO based recovery strategy is launched to find the path.
• HYDRO [48] uses a distributed algorithm that combines local agility
with centralized control. It forms a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
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to provide multipath routing to a border router. Each node builds
its default route table by adding its neighbor nodes towards a border
router. The table entries are then ranked/ordered according to the
link-layer packet success rate. Topology reports are sent with the periodic collection traffic, allowing border routers to build and maintain
a global view of the topology.
However, although these protocols may be suitable for some SG appli-

cations, their adaptation remains limited to SG heterogeneous applications
with different QoS levels and traffic differentiation (some of them like the
enhanced version of GRACO, QoS-GRACO [49], may be good candidates
for future research directions in SGs). Therefore, RPL, our protocol of interest in this thesis fits well, due to its design, with low power and lossy environment applications including SG ones. Particularly, the multiple instance
feature allows traffic differentiation in the network level alongside with customizable objective functions for the different traffic types. Moreover, RPL
remains one of the most recognized standard protocols and widely used
for SGs. It is compatible with the main operating systems of the Internet of
Things (e.g., RIOT [50], Contiki [51]) which makes it a hot research topic for
possible improvements. Indeed, RFC 8036 [19] explains how RPL can meet
the requirements of SG applications and describes the different applications
in SGs that can potentially be done through RPL multiple instances. Finally,
my thesis work is part of the SoMel SoConnected project1 which has short
term objectives, making RPL a good candidate in our research.
In the next section, we provide an overview of the RPL standard covering the issues related to this thesis (readers may refer to [15] for the detailed RPL description). Later, we study the main proposed modifications
and metrics related to RPL.

2.4

RPL protocol: how does it work?

RPL is a proactif, distributed, distance vector routing protocol based on
IPv6 for LLNs. It divides the network into multiple logical Destination
Oriented Directed Acyclic Graphs called DODAGs. DODAGs are tree-like
structures oriented towards the root/sink of the network built in order to
avoid loops.

Rank in RPL
As we can see in Figure 2.2, each node in a DODAG has a rank that defines
its relative position with respect to a sink node of the DODAG. In other
1

http://livetree.fr/
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words, it represents a distance from the root. The rank increases by going
down the tree from the root.

F IGURE 2.2: Rank concept in RPL

RPL instances
RPL can use multiple overlapping DODAGs over the entire network to provide different levels of QoS in the network layer. In this case, each level is
called an instance. Here, few points should be mentioned:
• An RPL network contains at least one instance which may be composed of one or more DODAGs.
• A node can join only a single DODAG per instance, but it can participate in multiple instances to carry different types of traffic simultaneously.
• An RPL instance is associated with an objective function in order to
optimize the topology based on several metrics/constraints that may
be link or node-based such as the shortest path, nodes battery level or
the quality of the links.

RPL standard objective functions
Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function (M RHOF ) [52] and
Objective Function Zero (OF 0) [53] are the two standardized objective functions in RPL.
M RHOF uses hysteresis while selecting the path with the smallest metric
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value. It is designed to find the paths with the smallest path cost while preventing excessive churn in the network. It does so by finding the minimum
cost path and switching to that path only if it is shorter (in terms of path
cost) than the current path by at least a given threshold. M RHOF uses the
Expected Transmission Count (ET X) metric [54] by default.
OF 0 uses the "step_of_rank" to compute the amount by which to increase the rank along a particular link using static (hop count) or dynamic
metrics (ET X). We note that Hop Count (HC) and ET X will be explained
and analyzed later on in Section 2.5.2 in order to highlight the gaps of their
use for SG applications.

DODAG and upward routes construction
Whatever the used metric, a DODAG construction starts from the root by
sending DODAG Information Object (DIO) messages to its neighbors (Figure 2.2). The DIO contains the metric/constraint used by the objective function and the rules to join a DODAG (e.g, DIO sending interval). Nodes
will receive and process DIO messages potentially from multiple nodes (i.e.
node 4 receiving DIO messages from node 2 and 3 in Figure 2.2) and make
a decision to join the DODAG/graph or not according to the objective function and local policies (if existing). Once a node joins a graph, it automatically has a route towards the sink through its parent node. The node then
computes its rank within the graph, which indicates its position within the
DODAG. If configured to act as a root, it starts advertising the graph information with the new information to its own neighboring nodes. If the node
is a leaf node, it simply joins the graph and does not send any DIO message. The neighboring nodes will repeat this process and perform parent
selection, route addition and graph information advertisement using DIO
messages. At the end of this process, only upward routes (i.e to the root)
are built. RPL nodes can also send DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS)
messages to solicit DIO messages from neighbors.

Downward routes construction
To establish downward routes, a node must send a Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) to its parent containing prefix information of the nodes
in its sub-DODAG, when the DAO message arrives to the root, the prefixes
are aggregated and the downward routes are then built and made available
to the parents, and so on.
Here, two modes of operations are available: non storing and storing
modes. In non storing mode, the node sends unicast DAO messages to the
DODAG root which is aware of the whole topology. Routes on the way
are not stored. A packet has to travel then the whole tree up to the root
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in order to be routed downward. In storing mode, each node must store
routing information to reach all the destinations that are in its sub-DODAG.
In this way, and unlike non storing mode, a packet may be routed downward
through the next common parent node which is (normally) aware of the
route to the concerned destination.

RPL trickle timer
RPL message generation is timer-based, it uses the trickle algorithm [55]
to control the DIO messages sending rate. The main idea of the trickle
timer technique is to optimize the message transmission frequency based
on network conditions. This frequency is increased when an inconsistency
is detected in order to enable a faster recovery from a potential failure, and
decreased in the opposite case.
For example, when a node detects a loop in the network, it resets the
trickle timer and send DIOs more often. Otherwise, the interval of the
trickle timer increases as the network stabilizes which results in fewer DIO
messages being sent in the network.

2.5

RPL related work

Being a general standard, many researches are active around RPL in order to adapt it to different Internet of Things applications. Moreover many
critical analysis were made to highlight the gaps concerning reliability and
adequate metrics in a SG environment [56, 18, 57].

2.5.1

SG based RPL proposed modifications

In [16], a modification of RPL is proposed to adapt it with AMI by using a
new DAG rank computation based on ETX. The outward traffic (from sink
to node) is implemented differently from traditional RPL by adding to each
meter node a destination list containing (1) the id of the destination node;
and (2) the ID of the last hop of the packet. In this way, each node will
record all of its descendants in its destination list. The next-hop node ID
will indicate the direction a packet has to take to reach the descendant node
(in outward traffic from destination node to a source node). This produces
less overhead since no DAO messages concerning downwards (outward)
routes are sent anymore and that the proposed mechanism is purely based
on handling the inward unicast data traffic.
RPL specification provides the means necessary for any node operating on the same radio channel as the root node, to establish and maintain
upward and downward routes in a tree.
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In [58], the authors address the possibility of using multiple radio chan-

nels in RPL for data forwarding. A mesh radio based solution is proposed
to enable smart meters to automatically discover concentrator nodes in their
vicinity:
– Multiple trees were formed, each rooted at a different concentrator,
with each concentrator in the radio neighborhood of each other using
a different channel (as per the RPL specifications mentioned above).
– In the beginning, the nodes select random channels.
– After that, the nodes proceed to channel selection using DIO, DIS and
OF to get the best channel rank to send data through it.
– Once a loss of connectivity is detected a connectivity detection procedure is launched to select the next best channel to send the data
through it. It is also important to note that in order to avoid repeating
the whole scanning process in case of loss of connectivity, a probing
process is used for the other channels when a smart meter node is in
idle periods.

RFC 6551 [59] proposes several routing metrics to be used for path calculation in LLN, i.e the Throughput, Node Energy, Latency, Link reliability
with the LQL (Link Quality Level) or ET X metric. In the following sections, we outline the main metrics that were proposed in literature to be
used with RPL.

2.5.2

ETX & HC: main metrics in RPL objective functions

ET X in M RHOF [52] and HC in OF 0 [53] are the two main metrics used
in the objective functions. ET X finds paths with the fewest expected number of transmissions (including retransmissions) required to deliver a packet
all the way to its destination [54]. Although ET X is reliable and widely
used as a metric in WSNs, it does not take directly the latency into account
which is critical in some SG applications [19]. ET X is not energy aware,
thus for a link with few re-transmissions, ET X will keep sending packets
on it without taking the decrease of battery nodes level into account. HC
only takes the number of hops into consideration to calculate the best path,
which is not always satisfactory in LLN.

2.5.3

Energy aware and load balancing metrics for RPL

An energy-based objective function for RPL that uses the remaining energy
as the main routing metric was proposed in [60]. It achieves a better load
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balancing compared to ET X and increases the network lifetime but with a
lower delivery ratio. In [61], two MAC aware routing metrics are proposed
to be used in RPL: R-metric and Q-metric. R-metric extends ET X by considering packet losses due to the MAC contention. Q-metric provides load
balancing by selecting the lightest parent in terms of traffic load by solving
an optimization problem and mainly considering reliability, transmission
and reception power consumption. ETT-LB is proposed in [62]. It is based
on the Expected Transmission Time (ETT) metric [63], which extends ET X
by considering the link transmission rate and packet size, adding to it the
Expected Delay Time (EDT), which is the average link load at a node in
order to achieve load balancing.

2.5.4

Multipe objective metrics for RPL

The authors in [64] propose NL-OF, an objective function based on a non
linear length that constructs DODAGs from roots to nodes such that the non
linear length is the smallest possible. They evaluate it using Cooja [65] simulator while considering three QoS parameters: End-to-end delay, packet
loss and jitter. In [66], L2 AM metric is proposed. It is based on an combination of both data reliability (defined by ET X) and the nodes residual
energy. Although their solution extends the network lifetime, it remains not
adapted to a network with heterogeneous nodes and applications since it
considers only one type of traffic and their model doesn’t take into account
powered nodes.
Metric combination is considered in several works for RPL. In [67] two
combinations of two metrics are proposed: lexical and additive. In the lexical combination, the second metric is inspected if and only if the first one
leads to equal paths, while in the additive combination the paths are calculated based on a different cost given to each metric. Fuzzy logic metric
combination is proposed in [68, 69, 70] in order to be used for RPL. They
combine several metrics like end-to-end delay, HC, link quality and battery
level.

2.5.5

Multiple instances

Multiple instances in RPL and QoS were studied in many works. In [71],
two distinct objective functions for traffic differentiation are implemented
using ETX for critical traffic and OF0 for the regular one. They compare
their implementation to a single instance scenario using ETX metric. Their
simulation results show that multiple RPL instances provide a better performance in PDR and latency. Others also consider ETX and HC for the different instances [17]. In [72] two types of nodes are proposed; T1 as regular
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nodes for regular traffic and T2 as alarm nodes for critical traffic. The number of T1 nodes is much higher than T2’s. A T2 node can choose a T1 node
as its parent, and not vice versa. Regarding the DODAG structure, there are
two RPL instances (RPLInstanceT1 and RPLInstanceT2). They added support for priority traffic in the MAC layer by using queuing models. Their
simulation results show an improvement in Packet Reception Ratio (PRR)
and latency compared to the model without priority queuing.
However, the proposed multiple instances approaches are basic, limiting the number of instances to two. Moreover, they consider ET X and HC
as metrics. They do not take the drawbacks of such metrics into consideration, such as energy efficiency for ET X and the bad route selection of
HC.

2.5.6

Observations

After browsing the main RPL related work we have realized that the metrics proposed for RPL could be suitable for some applications. But in a
SG environment with many applications, each with different QoS requirements, it becomes quite impossible for a single existing metric to cover all
of those different criteria. Same for the proposed metric combinations, they
remain limited to one or two traffic types and their extensibility is either
complex or impossible.
For that, a multiobjective solution is then essential to route the traffic
in a SG environment. Taking into consideration the heterogeneous QoS
requirements of the SG applications.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, we have first described the different aspects of the SGs and
the main routing protocols used in SG environments. After that, we have
presented an overview of the RPL protocol which is the protocol of interest in this thesis used for communication and data forwarding in a WSN
controlling a SG. The main works and modifications proposed for RPL are
presented and evaluated. These works are not fully suitable for a SG environment. The metrics used do not fit with the SGs QoS requirements.
Beside that, multiple instance implementations of the literature are limited.
As a conclusion, a single routing metric cannot assure traffic differentiation
in a SG since different applications require different QoS levels.
In addition, in a multiple instance environment, the chosen objective
function/metric has to guarantee the QoS requirements of the concerned
SG application, which to the best of our knowledge has not been proposed
yet.
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In the next chapter, we present our proposed multiobjective solution for
SG heterogeneous traffic and evaluate it using simulation and real test-bed
experiments.
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Quality of Service Routing in
Smart Grids
In Chapter 2, we made an overview of the Smart Grid communication network architecture and the main SG applications with their requirements.
After that, we explained the RPL protocol alongside with the main work
around it in literature. In this chapter, we detail our contribution regarding
the QoS routing in Smart Grids. We provide details concerning our simulations and experiments and discuss the obtained results.

3.1

Overview

In this section, we briefly recall the SG traffic heterogeneity characteristics
and the benefits of multiple instances with RPL.

3.1.1

Smart Grid heterogeneous traffic

As we already stated, SG applications are heterogeneous in terms of criticality levels. Some tolerate delays like regular meter reading in AMI applications, others require real-time intervention and action like DA applications. These applications can be classified according to their criticality
levels. RFC8036 [19] proposes five different priority classes for the traffic
in SG AMI. Other work [21] classify the traffic into two levels: critical and
periodic. Based on that, and since the traffic classes in the SG are not standardized, a single solution to route the traffic with different QoS may not be
sufficient. The number of traffic classes vary depending on the application
and the implementation and can still evolve in the future.
A multi-objective solution is then essential to meet the QoS requirements of SG applications. This is the purpose of the approach proposed
in this chapter.

3.1.2

RPL multiple instances

As we saw, RPL assures QoS at the network layer in WSNs through the logical subdivision of the network in multiple instances, each one relying on a
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specific objective function. However, as already mentioned in the previous
chapter, RPL is not optimized for SGs since its main standardized objective
functions and their associated metrics do not allow QoS differentiation. Our
approach takes several metrics into consideration through a multi-objective
solution that adapts to the QoS requirements of various SG applications.
It is important to mention that our approach is not specific to SGs but
it is mostly suitable to any context with different applications on the same
physical topology with different characteristics/QoS expectations. SGs are
only an example of such applications.

3.2

Proposed Solution

In this section, we present in details our objective function proposition alongside with examples. After that, we evaluate it with simulations and real
test-bed experiments and discuss the results.

3.2.1 OFQS objective function
To overcome the drawbacks of the metrics traditionally used by RPL (ET X
& HC) discussed in Section 2.5.2 and exploit the multi-instances, we introduce the tunable/parameterized multi-objective metric mOF QS to be used
by the objective function OF QS. The mOF QS metric adapts to the number
of instances in the network depending on their criticality level by tuning its
parameters jointly. OF QS is derived from M RHOF as it relies on the same
rank calculation mechanism, it adopts hysteresis to prevent routing instabilities by reducing parent switches under a certain threshold.

3.2.2

QoS factors in OFQS

OF QS with its metric mOF QS takes the quality of the links into consideration by calculating their ET X value. In Contiki Operating System, ET X is
implemented in the M RHOF objective function. ET X is updated based
on callbacks from the MAC layer which gives the information whether
a MAC layer transmission succeeded, and how many attempts were required. Lower ET X values mean better links quality to route the packets
with less re-transmissions. Alongside with the quality of links, the delay
is an important factor in SG applications as already mentioned. For that,
mOF QS considers the delay d between sending the packet and receiving
it in the network layer between two adjacent nodes. This allows the algorithm to choose faster links especially for critical applications considering
at once transmission, queuing and interference delays.
Moreover, in a SG, electricity and energy do exist, but connecting sensors to such high voltage with intermittent and ill-adapted energy levels is
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sometimes inappropriate or physically impossible. For that, battery-powered
sensors must be deployed all over the grid alongside with the mains powered ones. Different requirements for different applications may tolerate in
some cases passing by a longer route in order to preserve the remaining
energy in the nodes. Hence, considering the battery level for the nodes in
our metric will be beneficial in terms of traffic load balancing and network
lifetime.
In order to do so, we classify the remaining energy in the nodes into
three Power States (P S) [73]:
• P S=3: Full battery state (ranging between 100% and 80%) or main
powered
• P S=2: Normal battery state (ranging between 80% and 30%)
• P S=1: Critical battery state (less then 30%)
By using this classification, weak nodes become unfavorable in the route
selection by penalizing the ones with a smaller P S. We note that these
thresholds could be adjusted for other applications depending on the network characteristics.

3.2.3

mOFQS metric

In order to enable RPL to consider the remaining energy of nodes, the latency and the multiple instances beside the reliability using ET X at once,
mOF QS includes the Power State P S, the delay d of delivering a packet
within two nodes in milliseconds and two parameters α and β. mOF QS
formula is shown below:
mOFQS =

α(ETX × d)
P Sβ

where α and β are two tunable parameters with α = 1 − β, 0 < α < 1 and
0 < β < 1. mOF QS is an additive metric whose values over the path is the
sum of the values at each hop. It is important to note that α and β are real
numbers, we can have an infinity of values, thus our metric tolerate nearly
infinite different traffic classes if tuned adequately.
The idea is to multiply ET X by the delay d for every hop to get the links
reliability while considering the delay of the packet delivery. We multiply
then the factor ET X × d by α to foster link quality and end-to-end delay
for critical applications by increasing α. d values are normalized in order to
limit quick variations on the links. α(ET X × d) is then divided by P S to
the power of β. Increasing or decreasing β will similarly foster P S. If the
application is critical, β should be decreased (resp. α increased).
For delay tolerant applications, increasing β will result in a longer route
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while conserving the nodes power since the metric will weight more node
energy level rather than link quality or end-to-end delay.
Figure 3.1 shows how mOF QS behaves as a function of α for the different P S values (with ET X=1 and d=1). We can see that the higher α values
and the more critical energy level (the worst the conditions), the higher the
mOF QS value to be considered i.e, higher PS with higher α will lead to a
higher mOF QS value which will disadvantage the node/link in question.
1

mOF QS

0.8
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PS=2
PS=3

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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F IGURE 3.1: mOF QS variation with α. ET X=1, d=1
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ETX=3
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F IGURE 3.2: Network with different ET X, delay d (in ms)
and P S values

Each node chooses the path upward in its DODAG with the lowest
value provided by mOF QS with α/β selected for the given application.
The lowest value of mOF QS defines the best/favorite metric value. First
of all, varying α and β allow us to differentiate between instances depending on their criticality level. Less critical applications will tolerate the use of
less good links. Dividing α(ET X × d) by P S β aims to foster routes where
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the nodes consumed less their batteries or are main powered. For one application, we favor α or β against the other, and since α + β = 1, when one
parameter increases the other decreases and vice-versa.
Figure 3.2 depicts an example of a small network of 6 nodes running
RPL, considering two different applications. The first one is critical and
belongs to Instance 1 and the second one is regular and belongs to Instance
2. When node 6 needs to send a packet to node 1, we consider the following
paths: path 1: 6 → 5 → 2 → 1 or path 2: 6 → 4 → 3 → 1 or path 3:
6 → 4 → 3 → 2 → 1.
Table 3.1 shows the different paths metric values with ET X, HC and
mOF QS. We can thus note that each path features different QoS and can
be favored by using a metric rather than another one. This is how we will
achieve the multi-instance routing and QoS differentiation.
For ET X alone, path 1 is the optimal one since it is the only metric used.
Paths
Path 1

Path 2

Path 3

Metrics

6->5->2->1

6->4->3->1

6->4->3->2->1

Instance 1

7.5

9.5

10

Instance 2

-

-

-

Instance 1

7.5

9.5

10

3

3

4

14.9

23.9

16.3

1.4

1.2

1.1

ET X

ET X

Instance 2
HC

Instance 1
mOF QS
α=0.9 β=0.1

Instance 2
mOF QS
α=0.1 β=0.9

TABLE 3.1: Paths values for the different metrics used

For ET X & HC, ET X is used for the critical traffic (Instance 1) and
HC for the regular one (Instance 2). As we can see Instance 2 optimal
path will be 1 or 2 since they count less hops, and for Instance 1, it will
be path 1 which has ET X=7.5. Neither ET X or HC take energy consumption and delay into consideration, unlike mOF QS where α and β values
will foster one path over the other. With mOF QS, in Instance 1 with critical traffic which requires minimal latency, we have to route the packets
as fast as possible while guarantying a reliable link. Thus, we increment α
(α=0.9) fostering ET X ×d (reliability and latency), which means decreasing
β (β=0.1). mOF QS fosters path 1 since it has better ET X and d values than
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paths 2 and 3. In Instance 2, where the traffic is not critical, we increment
β (β=0.9) and foster P S (in mOF QS), which means that we might pass by
a longer and less reliable route, while guaranteeing load balancing. Consequently forcing paths where nodes consumed less their batteries (path 3
where node 3 and 4 have more than 80% energy left in their batteries unlike
path 1 where nodes 2 and 5 have less than 30% energy left). We achieve
then a traffic distribution along the nodes by passing by path 3 and extending the network’s lifetime by advantaging the nodes with higher battery
level. Unlike instance 2 with HC where path 2 or 3 are favorites (3 hops
instead of 4).

3.2.4

Instances classification

Traffic classes in SG are not yet standardized. In this paper, we use the
classification presented in [12] for the requirements in terms of delay and
reliability in a NAN as shown on Table 2.1. The aforementioned classification sorts the traffic into 9 different classes, ranging from delays inferior
than 3 seconds with reliability >99.5% for the most critical class to delays
of hours/days with a reliability of >98% for the least critical class. In our
model, we have gathered these 9 classes into 3 classes with 3 main instances:
• Instance 1: critical traffic with an authorized delay ranging between 1
and 30 seconds and a reliability of >99.5% packets received with α=0.9
and β=0.1
• Instance 2: non-critical traffic with an authorized delay of days and a
reliability of >98% packets received with α=0.1 and β=0.9
• Instance 3: periodic traffic with an authorized delay ranging between
5 minutes and 4 hours and a reliability of >98% packets received with
α=0.3 and β=0.7
In this classification, we increment α for the critical traffic thus fostering the
link quality and end to end delay assured by ET X and d, which results in
routing the packets in a reliable and faster path. For less critical traffic we
increment β which leads to fostering paths where the nodes consumed less
their batteries and then achieving a better load balancing.
We note that our model is not limited to this classification or the current
tuning of α and β. For any other implementation this classification can be
adjusted and α and β can be modified or be totally independent of each other.

3.3

Evaluation

In this section, we first present our performance metrics. We detail then the
simulation environment and setup used to pre-validate our approach in a
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controlled environment. After that, we provide an overview about the wireless sensor test-bed used to validate our proposition. Performance evaluation using several metrics alongside with results analysis are provided for
both the simulation and experiment, with a comprehensive comparison at
the end.

3.3.1

Performance metrics

In order to evaluate our approach we compare OF QS with M RHOF/OF 0
using the following performance metrics: End-to-end delay, network lifetime, load balancing and packet delivery ratio. Evaluating these metrics
will allow a better understanding of the targeted factors in our proposition.
• End-to-End delay: This metric represents the sum of link latency,
which is defined in [59] as an aggregated additive metric. This metric should be minimized for real-time applications. We compute it at
the time taken for a packet to be transmitted across the network from
source to destination.
• Network lifetime: It represents the amount of time that a network
(a WSN in our case) would be fully operative. In our evaluation we
compute it as the time at which a fixed percentage of nodes run out of
energy to send a packet.
• Load balancing: It aims to improve the distribution of workloads
across the multiple entities of the network. We compute it by calculating the percentage of remaining energy in the battery nodes after
a certain time in order to evaluate the remaining energy distribution
among the nodes.
• Packet delivery ratio: It represents the ratio of packets that are successfully delivered to the destination compared to the number of packets that have been sent out by the sender.

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Simulation
COOJA simulator

COOJA simulator [65] supports cross-level simulation. It allows simultaneous simulation at the network level, the operating system level, and the
machine code instruction set level. COOJA combines low-level simulation
of sensor node hardware and simulation of high-level behavior in a single
simulation. All levels of the system can be changed or replaced: sensor
node platforms, operating system software, radio transceivers, and radio
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transmission models. Figure 3.3 shows a snapshot of the simulation window. Cooja’s emulator MSPsim [74] is a Java-based instruction level emulator that provides accurate emulation at both cycle-level for the MSP430
micro-controller and bit-level for the CC2420 radio transceiver. This allows
accurate energy estimation.

F IGURE 3.3: COOJA simulation window

3.3.2.2

Simulation setup

In order to evaluate our approach, we perform simulations on Contiki OS [51]
using COOJA. Simulation parameters are detailed in Table 3.2. Zolertia Z1
motes are emulated. We use the Energest module in Contiki to estimate the
battery levels by extracting the values for the energy consumption from the
Z1 datasheet1 . Z1 motes are randomly given two different battery levels at
bootstrap (10 nodes have 60% of energy of the others) in order to highlight
the energy consumption. The topology consists of 35 client nodes randomly
positioned that send UDP packets to the server placed in the middle, randomly every 3 to 4 minutes.
Here, since nodes are emulated, it was impractical to expand the network or send packets more frequently as per SGs applications requirements.
Doing so with emulated nodes would result in simulations ran slower than
real time due to COOJA’s limitations.
We consider a 100% transmission/reception ratio. We are aware that
this is not a so realistic setting but this allows a fair comparison of ET X,
HC and our metric under the best case scenario, which is from our perspective, what we aim to as a first step in this simulation evaluation.
1

http://zolertia.sourceforge.net
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Parameters

Values

OS

Contiki master version

Simulator

Cooja; Radio Model: Unit Disk Graph Medium

Communication
protocols

CSMA, RDC contikimac, IEEE 802.15.4, channel 26,
ContikiRPL, IPv6

OF

(1) OFQS with 2 instances
(2) MRHOF(ETX) & OF0(HC)

Number of nodes

35 clients and 1 server

Deployment area

200m x 200m

Transmission/
Interference range

50m

Transmission/
Reception ratio

100%

Sensors

Zolertia Z1

Maximum packet size

30kb

Sending interval

1 packet every 3 to 4 minutes

TABLE 3.2: Parameters of the simulation

As multiple RPL instances are not fully implemented in Contiki, we use
an implementation2 on COOJA where multiple instances are supported and
adapted it to our scenario. Only upward traffic is considered. OF QS with
two instances: critical and non critical (Instance 1 and Instance 2 resp.) was
compared to RPL with two instances : M RHOF with ET X metric for critical traffic and OF 0 with HC metric for less critical traffic. Tests are repeated
10 times. Simulation stops when 20% of the nodes have consumed all their
energy. All simulation results are measured with a 95% of confidence interval.
3.3.2.3

Performance evaluation: Simulation

In this section, we evaluate our proposition OF QS on COOJA in comparison with M RHOF/OF 0 in terms of the previously explained four performance metrics in Section 3.3.1: End-to-end delay, network lifetime, load
balancing and packet delivery ratio.
Network lifetime and load balancing

Figure 3.4 shows the percentage

of nodes that did not exhaust their batteries during the simulation. On the
one hand, we can see that for M RHOF/OF 0 starting hour 21 battery nodes
2

https://github.com/jeremydub/contiki
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F IGURE 3.4: Network lifetime variation
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F IGURE 3.5: Remaining energy distribution among the
nodes after 24 hours

start to drain and within 9 hours (after 30 hours), 20% of the nodes exhaust
totally their batteries. The simulation will then stop as previously defined.
On the other hand, For OF QS, and for the first 38 hours all nodes are still
functional and none of them has consumed its total energy. Starting 39th
hour, the nodes batteries start to drain and the network stops after 51 hours.
OF QS presents a gain of 21 hours, which means a 59% improvement on the
network lifetime compared to M RHOF/OF 0. This is due to the P S factor.
Indeed, after a certain period of time and when the nodes start to consume
their batteries, the P S fosters the switch to other routes with better battery
nodes.
In the same way, we can see in Figure 3.5 that after 24 hours of operation, 57.1% of the nodes have still 70% of their energy with OF QS compared to 8.6% with M RHOF/OF 0. Besides that, 5.7% have 20% and 10%
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left energy with M RHOF/OF 0 compared to 0% of the nodes with OF QS.
Finally after 24 hours 8.6% of the nodes consumed their total energy with
M RHOF/OF 0 compared to 0% with OF QS. This is mainly due also to
the P S factor which makes the choice of the path switch to nodes that consumed less their batteries achieving then a better load balancing of traffic
among the nodes.
Figure 3.6 shows the variation of End-to-End delay (in

End-to-End delay

End-to-End delay (ms)

ms) for both OF QS and M RHOF/OF 0 within simulation time.
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F IGURE 3.6: End-to-End delay variation with time

We can see that End-to-End delay with OF QS is always below MRHOF/
OF0. Even though that HC favors paths with fewer hops, these paths are
generally longer with potential poorer connectivity. On the other hand,
ET X is not also aware of the delays due to interference on the links and
queuing in the nodes as long as the packets are transmitted; therefore,
sending a packet with less retransmissions does not mean sending it on
a faster link. OF QS chooses faster routes due to the d factor in mOF QS
that takes the delay between two hops into consideration, which will foster
faster links with less interference and congestion that ET X and HC are not
aware of.
Beside that, we can see that the End-to-End delay decreases up to the
first 20 hours. This is due to the fact that the battery nodes were still full
and such none of them is in a critical state. Here, the d factor favors faster
routes.
After that, between 20 and 45 hours, the delay is mostly stable which is
due to the variation of the battery levels which is affecting choosing faster
routes. Finally after 45 hours and up to the end of the simulation, we can see
an increase in the End-to-End delay which is mainly due to the depletion of
certain battery nodes which leads to choosing longer routes to maximize the
network lifetime. OF QS average End-to-End delay during the simulation
makes an improvement between 9% and 18% compared to M RHOF/OF 0,
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and stays within the time requirements limits previously defined in section
3.2.4.
Packet delivery ratio Figure 3.7 shows the PDR percentage for the different metrics used. We can see that for HC, the PDR is less than 60%. This
is due to the route selection in this metric that only relies on the number of
hops from the sink without any reliability mechanism. For ET X the PDR is
93.2% compared to 99.4% for mOF QS with Instance 1 (α=0.9 & β=0.1) and
96.6% for Instance 3 (α=0.1 & β=0.9), which shows that OF QS overpasses
both ET X and HC in terms of reliability.
OF0 (HC)
MRHOF (ETX)
OFQS (Inst3)
OFQS (Inst1)
50

60

70
80
PDR percentage (%)

90

100

F IGURE 3.7: Packet delivery ratio percentage for the different OFs/metrics

mOF QS considers besides ET X, the delay of sending a packet in one
hop which reflects the interference delay on that hop, allowing more reliable routes to be chosen by multiplying those two factors (ET X & d). Finally, we note that the achieved PDR percentages with OF QS are relatively
close to the SG requirements that were defined in Section 3.2.4.

3.3.3
3.3.3.1

Experiment
FIT IoT-LAB test-bed

FIT IoT-LAB [75, 76] provides a large scale infrastructure facility and experimental platform suitable for testing small wireless sensor devices and
heterogeneous communicating objects. It provides full control of network
nodes and direct access to the gateways to which nodes are connected, allowing researchers to monitor several network-related metrics. FIT IoTLAB features over 2000 wireless sensor nodes spread across six different
sites in France. For our experiment, we chose nodes from the site of Lille3 .
These nodes are distributed inside a 200m2 room and on the different corridors of the Inria building as seen in Figure 3.8, enabling a large-scale multihop topology.
3

https://www.iot-lab.info/lille-new-physical-topology-released/
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F IGURE 3.8: Topology of the deployment on FIT IoT-LAB
Lille’s site

3.3.3.2

Battery level measurement

Each node from the FIT IoT-LAB platform is composed of three parts as
shown in Figure 3.9:
• The gateway that is responsible for flashing the open node and connecting it to the test-bed’s infrastructure
• The open node that runs the experiment firmware
• The control node that runs radio sniffing and consumption measurement
Because we need to run scenarios with varying and restrained battery
levels on different nodes, it is impractical to rely on actual lithium batteries.
Instead, we rely on the real-time consumption measurement performed by
the control node. The gateway collects consumption measurements every
140 µs, and write Orbit Measurement Framework (OML) files, with a µs
time stamped value of the power consumption of the open node in Watts.

F IGURE 3.9: Hardware of an IoT-LAB node [75]
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A software running inside the test-bed’s user area collects then these

consumption files for each node in the experiments, and numerically integrates the values through a basic rectangle sum. At the beginning of each
experiment, the battery capacity of each node is decided randomly between
two different values. During the experiment, when a node’s consumed
virtual battery exceeds the virtual battery capacity, the node is electrically
shutdown by the gateway. The network must then reorganize without the
missing peer. The experiment stops when at least 20% of the nodes run out
of battery.
The integrated total consumed energy in Joules, as well as the battery
percentage, are sent to each node through its serial port using the gateway’s
tooling that replicates the open node serial port on an accessible TCP socket.
A Contiki process receives this information on the node, which will be used
afterwards in the metric computation and route calculation. For real-life
application of this work in an actual sensor network, devices would be fitted with an adequate interface to their battery controller subsystem, which
would be queried by the Contiki’s application through an I2C, SPI or similar link.
We note that the physical environment conditions that may influence
the discharge and lifetime of the batteries [77, 78] are out of scope of this
work.
3.3.3.3

Network setup

In order to evaluate our approach on FIT IoT-LAB, the experiment is performed on Contiki OS using M3 nodes. The topology consists of 67 client
nodes that send UDP packets to the server repeatedly on an interval of 1
to 60 seconds between two subsequent transmissions in order to differentiate the sending rate between the two instances. Experiment parameters are
presented in Table 3.3. Since multiple RPL instances are not fully supported
in the embedded RPL implementation on Contiki, we use an implementation 2 [79] where multiple instances are supported. We implemented it on
FIT-IoT lab in order to evaluate our proposition. In this new RPL implementation, nodes can participate in multiple instances with different objective
functions and metrics. A specific instance can be set at application layer, allowing traffic differentiation. It also supports new constraints in DIO metric
container object. Also, a root can now be a sink for multiple applications
that have different route requirements.
For our experiments, we consider the upward traffic with two instances:
OF QS with critical and periodic traffic (Instance 1 and Instance 3 resp.)
as presented in Section 3.2.4 compared to RPL with M RHOF/ET X for
critical traffic and OF 0/HC for periodic traffic. All experiments results are
measured within a 90% of confidence interval.
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Parameters

Values

OS

Contiki master version

Test-bed

FIT IOT-LAB

Communication protocols

CSMA, RDC contikimac, IEEE 802.15.4,
ContikiRPL, IPv6

OF

(1) OFQS with 2 instances
(2) MRHOF(ETX) & OF0(HC)

Number of nodes

67 clients and 1 server

Sensors

M3

Microcontroller Unit

ARM Cortex M3, 32-bits, 72 Mhz,
64kB RAM

Maximum packet size

30kb

Sending interval

1 packet every 1 to 60 seconds

TABLE 3.3: Parameters of the experiment

3.3.3.4

Performance evaluation: experiment

In this section, we evaluate our proposition OF QS on the FIT IoT-LAB testbed in comparison with M RHOF/OF 0 in terms of the four performance
metrics previously presented in section 3.3.1: End-to-end delay, network
lifetime, load balancing and packet delivery ratio.
End-to-End delay Delay is considered when selecting the best next hop
according to mOF QS. In order to evaluate the End-to-End delay, we calculate the difference in time between sending a packet by the client and the
reception by the server. We actually ran several tests in order to check the
synchronization of the clock, and we realized that clock drift is negligible.
Figure 3.10 shows the end-to-end delay variation throughout the experience time for both M RHOF/OF 0 and OF QS. We can see that OF QS
end-to-end delay is always below M RHOF/OF 0 with an improvement
ranging from 6 to 10%. Even though HC chooses paths with the fewer
hops from the sink, these paths are generally slower with a higher potential of loss since HC is not aware of links congestion and saturation. On
the other hand, ET X is not also aware of the delays due to interference on
the links and queuing in the nodes as long as the packets are transmitted;
therefore, sending a packet with less re-transmissions does not necessarily
mean sending it on a faster link. In OF QS, the d factor takes into account
the delay of sending a packet between two adjacent nodes in the metric
computation. In this way and mainly in instance 1, the metric will foster
faster routes with less interference and congestion that HC and ET X are
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F IGURE 3.10: End-to-End delay variation with time

not aware of. Moreover, we can see that the delay variations for OF QS
are minimal between 20 and 40 minutes. This is due to the variation of
the battery levels (P S passing to a smaller value) which affects the choice
of routes with low delays. Finally, and starting from the 40th minute until
the end of the experiment, we can notice that the end-to-end delay starts
to increase. This is due to the depletion of the batteries of some nodes that
switch to a lower PS, which means that the metric will switch from these
nodes to other ones and foster sometimes longer routes in order to increase
the network lifetime. We note that the experience stops after 44 minutes
for M RHOF/OF 0 compared to 58 minutes for OF QS as we can see on the
graph. This extension of the network lifetime will be discussed in detail in

Percentage of alive nodes (%)

the next section.
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F IGURE 3.11: Network lifetime variation
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F IGURE 3.12: Remaining energy distribution among the
nodes after 30 minutes

Network lifetime and load balancing Figure 3.11 shows the percentage
of alive nodes for both M RHOF/OF 0 and OF QS within the experience
time. We observe that for M RHOF/OF 0 and after 10 minutes, battery
nodes start to drain reaching the threshold of 20% after 44 minutes. Concerning OF QS and for the first 20 minutes, all the nodes are still functional
and none has consumed its total battery. After that time, the batteries start
to drain reaching 20% of dead nodes after 58 minutes. OF QS achieves a
gain of 14 minutes of network lifetime increase which is around 25% more
than the one achieved by M RHOF/OF 0. This gain is due to the power
state that is taken into consideration in OF QS.
In the same way, we can see in Figure 3.12 that after 30 minutes of the
experiment, 16,2% of the nodes have a battery level between 0 and 20%
in M RHOF/OF 0 compared to 13% for OF QS. While 61,4% of the nodes
in OF QS have a a battery level between 60 and 100% compared to 44,4%
in M RHOF/OF 0. This shows that in OF QS, P S is switching to nodes
that consumed less their batteries achieving then a better load balancing of
traffic among the nodes.
In fact, mOF QS does not take into consideration the rate of battery depletion from the beginning. In the initial state, where all batteries are fully
charged, the metric will pick paths without battery level consideration since
they are all fully charged. During the experience, the most loaded nodes
will undergo a quicker battery drain than others and lead to power state
changing (P S=3 -> P S=2). Here mOF QS will react and switch to other
nodes that consumed less their batteries achieving thus an extension of the
network lifetime and a better load balancing.
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Packet delivery ratio OF QS achieves 91,8% of PDR compared to 85,7%
for M RHOF/OF 0. This shows that OF QS overpasses M RHOF/OF 0
in terms of reliability. Firstly, HC has no link reliability mechanisms in
the route selection which causes packet loss by selecting congested paths.
Moreover, although ET X considers the link reliability, mOF QS still overpasses it by considering the delay of sending a packet in one hop which
reflects the interference and the queuing delay on that hop by multiplying
ET X × d, allowing then more reliable routes to be chosen.

3.4

Evaluation: Simulation vs Experiment

Figure 3.13 shows a brief comparison between the simulation on COOJA
and experiment on FIT IoT-LAB of the gain achieved by OF QS over MRHOF/
OF0. We note that for the simulation, Instances 1 and 2 are used and for the
experiment Instances 1 and 3. Although the parameters are not the same,
this comparison is still beneficial, since it clears up and allow us to discuss the difference in results between a simulation and an experiment for 2
different types of traffic in RPL. We can see that for all the evaluated metrics (maximum gain of end-to-end delay, network lifetime and PDR) the
gain (of OF QS over M RHOF/OF 0) in the simulation is higher than the
one in the experiment. This is mainly due to the fully controlled environment in the simulation and best case scenario parameters that we chose
(100% transmission/reception ratio). In the experiment scenario, real sensor nodes distributed in a building and between the offices are used where
interference with other signals i.e. WiFi is more likely. OF QS delay parameter d may undergo abrupt variations on some links which may affect
negatively the global efficiency of the metric (mainly the End-to-End delay
and PDR). Normalizing the d parameter values is used to limit such effects.
Moreover, concerning the gain in the network lifetime, real-time measurement of actual battery consumption is conducted in the experiment.
Here, the peaks of sending/receiving a packet can be slightly shadowed
by the idle consumption of the sensor. Per example, sending 100 packets
within 30 minutes will result in 100 peaks of 0.19 Milliwatts. These peaks
can be easily shadowed if the idle consumption and message control sending of the sensor is 0.10 Milliwatts. The sending/receiving peaks will have
more value in an experiment of sending heterogeneous (i.e. in size) packets
more frequently between the nodes, which is the case of SG applications.
We note that even though the low power mode, sending and receiving of a
packet are considered in the simulation with Energest, it remains an estimation based on a software implemented on the OS alongside with theoretical
consumption estimations from the sensor’s datasheet (Zolertia Z1 in our
case).
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F IGURE 3.13: Gain comparison between simulation and experiment

Yet, and despite the difference in the gain between simulation and experiment, the experiment results validate our simulation results. They prove
the robustness of our approach in improving the targeted metrics in OF QS.

3.5

Discussion And Possible Improvements

Before coming to our conclusions, we discuss some relevant issues in our
proposition. While OF QS proved its efficiency in the simulation and experiments, few things still need to be further investigated.
In our instances classification (Section 3.2.4), the parameters α and β
are fixed for the three instances. This selection could be optimized and
made dynamic using machine learning or fuzzy logic techniques in order
to compute the most suitable classification for every traffic class. These
techniques should respect the constraints of the WSN in terms of energy
and computational limitations.
Moreover, in our simulations and experiments, although we considered
two instances with different traffic, we did not target the same traffic classes
as per the SG requirements presented in Section 3.2.4 and Table 2.1 in terms
of packet size and data sending frequency. Doing so will require a large
scale real sensor deployment for SG applications. We plan to test our approach with the SoMel SoConnected project 1 , in order to validate it in a
real SG scenario. We believe that expanding the network with a dense deployment of wireless sensors will result in even better results of our approach. Having a denser network will result in more backup routes and
battery/main powered nodes, in that way, OF QS will react accordingly
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achieving a better load balancing and increasing the network lifetime. Concerning the end to end delay, and as we already mentioned the delay parameter d may undergo abrupt variations on some links specially in a real
scenario (e.g., a city) where we have a lot of interference sources. This need
to be carefully investigated to avoid any negative impact on the global performance of the metric.
Furthermore, the multiple instances in RPL aim to differentiate the traffic in the network. In our evaluation the global performance of multiple
instances was only considered. Further analysis should be made in order
to study the impact of one instance on another while running together on
the same network, and how many instances can we maximum run by still
ensuring a proper traffic differentiation between the instances.
Finally, even though our approach is compliant with both RPL traffic
(upward and downward), we tested it while considering upward traffic
only. Enabling downward traffic will add more control packets and congestion to the network which will impact the metric behavior and require
further investigation and tests which we aim to explore as future work.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a standard-compliant objective function
OF QS with a multi-objective metric mOF QS that considers by design the
delay, the remaining energy and the quality of the links in order to be used
with the standard protocol RPL in a SG environment. OF QS adapts the
routing to the number of instances in a network providing a differentiation
based on the requirements of the SG applications. OF QS is explained and
detailed with examples then evaluated in simulations and experiment on
the FIT IoT-LAB real sensor test-bed. The simulation and experiment results show that our approach achieves significant improvement in terms of
End-to-End delay, network lifetime and PDR while insuring a load balancing among the nodes compared to standard solutions. Finally, the difference of gain between the simulation and experiment was evaluated and the
obtained results were analyzed.
In the next chapter, we will address data prediction techniques for WSN
and SGs. W will discuss the existing approaches and present our SG adequate solution for SG traffic.
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Data Prediction in Smart Grids
In Chapter 3, we highlighted the importance of having a multi-objective solution for Smart Grid traffic routing and presented our approach for traffic
differentiation in RPL.
In this chapter, and as effective as the routing and traffic differentiation,
we address data prediction techniques for Smart Grid applications. In fact,
continuous data collection in Smart Grid applications may cause redundant
information at the destination, which has a direct impact on the network
lifetime in a wireless sensor network with battery powered sensors. Data
prediction aims at reducing the communication task between sensors and
sink nodes by predicting the next data inquiry using specific prediction algorithms. This will allow less data to be sent across the network, reducing
then the battery consumption, the bandwidth utilization and increasing the
network lifetime.
Existing approaches are either complex, causing significant computing
overhead and load on wireless sensors with limited autonomy, either unadapted for a Smart Grid context where different applications with different requirements exist on the same network. Our proposition, which is a
modified version of the Least Mean Square (LM S) algorithm [80] for data
prediction, tackles these issues providing a QoS efficient adequate solution
for Smart Grid applications. Our focus on LM S is due to its accuracy even
when simple and lightweight models are used [23], which is beneficial in
energy limited WSNs.

4.1

Related Work

In this section, we firstly present the main existing works on data prediction
techniques in WSNs. After that, we provide a brief overview on the LM S
algorithm and its proposed variants. We focus on time series forecasting
(Figure 4.1) and mainly LM S algorithm which is the point of interest in
this chapter.
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F IGURE 4.1: Categorization of energy saving in sensor networks [23] (data prediction highlighted)

4.1.1

Data prediction different schemes

Data prediction techniques focus on minimizing the number of transmitted
measurements over the network by predicting future values based on previously collected data. This is generally done by predicting the measured
values both at the source and the sink nodes using specific algorithms,
which will require sending the predicted information only if it is shifted
from the sensed one by a certain threshold.
Most of these algorithms work as follows: a model is constructed at
the sensor node and sent to the sink node to keep track of the sensed phenomenon. After that, the sink node answers the user queries by using the
predicted values from the model without communicating with the sensor
node. This will allow reducing the energy consumption by avoiding wireless communication through the entire network up to the sink node. This
operation is valid only if the model at the sensor nodes is a valid representation of the phenomenon at a given instant, e.g., monitoring the temperature
variations model is different from the one of humidity. For that, the characteristics of a data prediction technique rely on the way the model is built.
These techniques can be split into three categories [23] as we can see in Figure 4.1: stochastic, algorithmic and time series forecasting approaches.
Stochastic approaches consist of a characterization of the sensed phenomenon as a random process. A probabilistic model can be used for data
prediction. The main drawback of these approaches is their high computational overhead, which is not suitable for sensors with limited capabilities.
Algorithmic approaches tend to be application specific, which may not
be suitable to a SG with different applications having different characteristics running on the same network.
Finally, time series forecasting consist of the use of a model to predict
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future values based on previously observed ones. They provide satisfactory
and accurate results even when simple and lightweight models are used
which is the most beneficial in energy limited WSNs.

4.1.2

LMS algorithm overview

Least Mean Square is an adaptive algorithm with very low computational
overhead and memory consumption. Despite its simplicity, it provides satisfactory performances in terms of speed of computation, robustness and
precision [27].
With a simple modification for the LM S filter structure (Figure 4.2), the
LM S algorithm can be used for prediction by delaying the input signal by
one step, using it as a the reference desired signal d[n]. The filter computes
the estimated value û[n] of the input signal at time instance n, as a linear
combination of the M previous readings.

(a) Generic scheme

(b) Used as a prediction filter

F IGURE 4.2: Adaptive filter [28]

The LM S algorithm for prediction consists of building a model describing the sensed phenomenon using two instances, one at the sink and the
other at the sensor node. The model at the sink can be used to answer
queries without requiring any communication, thus reducing the energy
consumption.
It is mainly defined by the three following equations:
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1. The filter output (predicted value) [80]:
û[n] = wT [n] × u[n]

(4.1)

Where u[n] represents the data stream generated by the sender node
which consists of the previous n readings.
û[n] is a linear combination of the previous n samples of the data
stream weighted by a weight vector w[n], where:
w(n) = [w1 , w2 , ..., wM ]T

(4.2)

u(n) = [u(n-1), u(n-2), ..., u(n-M )]T

(4.3)

and

where M is an integer corresponding to the memory of the filter also
called filter length (how many previous samples it will use).
We note that both w and u are of length M .
2. The estimation error:
e[n] = û[n] − d[n]

(4.4)

Which represents the error between the output and the desired signal
d[n] that the filter tries to adapt to. This error is given as an input for
the adaptation algorithm, which will update the weight coefficients at
the next instant n + 1 by the following weight adaptation equation.
3. The weight adaptation:
w[n + 1] = w[n] + µu[n]e[n]

(4.5)

where µ is the step size parameter.
The weight vector is modified at each step in order to minimize the
Mean Square Error (M SE).
The step size µ and the filter length M are two important parameters
that need to be defined in order to ensure the convergence and robustness
of the algorithm. The former will tune the convergence of the algorithm
and the latter impacts directly the computational load and memory consumption by considering more or less samples. A detailed explanation of
the LM S filter can be found in [80].
The implementation of the LM S algorithm for data prediction in WSN
is first presented in [28]. Here, identical filters are introduced at both the
source and the sink referred as LM S − DP S (dual prediction scheme). The
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algorithm consists of three modes of operation: Initialization, normal and
stand-alone modes.
– In the initialization mode, the data samples are collected and reported to the sink without prediction. In this phase, the step size µ
must be determined. Both the node and the sink compute the value
of µ. It must satisfy the following condition[81]:
0≤µ≤

2
λmax

(4.6)

where λmax is the greatest eigenvalue of the auto-correlation matrix
R [80]
– In the normal mode, both the sink and the node use the last M samples to compute the prediction for the upcoming measurement, and
update the filter coefficients. When the error drops below emax for
M consecutive iterations, the node switches to stand-alone mode. We
note that the default start values for the filter weights are assumed to
be zero.
– In the stand alone mode, the node still collects data and makes predictions, but as long as the error is below emax , the filter is fed with the
prediction û[n] instead of the reading value u[n], and the sink receiving no reading from the node assumes that the predicted readings are
below the error threshold. If the error exceeds emax , the filter switches
back to normal mode and reports the readings.
It is important to note that the prediction is performed only on the
sender nodes and the sink, on packets collected by the sender. Intermediate
nodes do not interfere in the prediction scenario.

4.1.3

Time series forecasting and LMS proposed variants

In literature, extensive work address time series forecasting techniques for
WSNs [26, 82]. For example, in [83], a couple of autoregressive mechanisms
are proposed to predict sensed samples in WSNs. The authors use YuleWalker and Lattice-based approaches to estimate the model coefficients.
Similarly, several works focus on LM S algorithm as well. In [84] a gradient adaptive step size (µ) algorithm with dual LM S adaptive filters is proposed, where the gradient is measured using these two LM S filters. In [85]
a new approach for updating the step size is proposed, by computing it in
each iteration. The step size is dynamically re-chosen at each time point to
minimize the sum of the squares of the estimation errors up to the current
time, irrespective of the values of µ at all previous time points. In [28], an
implementation of LM S algorithm for prediction in WSN is presented. The
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LM S algorithm uses a dual prediction scheme by running the instance of
the filter on both the sink and the node. In [86], a variable step size is proposed to improve the initial adaptation of the data by switching to a new
step size stable value after µ has sufficiently learned what kind of data the
filter receives. Many other works have addressed the variable step size of
LM S [87].
However, all these proposals mostly require many adjustments of several parameters in order to optimize µ or update it on every iteration, which
is not suitable for a WSN with limited computation capabilities and frequent changes.
Normalized Mean Square Error (N LM S) [88] is a modification of the
LM S algorithm in which the step size is normalized with the power of the
input data. In order to mitigate the variation of the latter the step size is
updated automatically accordingly. Although N LM S offers a higher stability than LM S, the base value of the step size has to be chosen carefully.
Moreover, computing the step size on every iteration is a costly task for
WSN with restrained energy. The Recursive Least Square (RLS) [88] adaptive filter is another algorithm that recursively finds the filter coefficients in
order to minimize the weighted linear least square cost function related to
the input signals. RLS algorithm has excellent performance in time varying environments and exhibits fast convergence, but this comes at the cost
of high computational complexity which is also inadequate to WSNs. The
readers may refer to [89] for a comparison between LM S, N LM S and RLS.
Even though time series estimation techniques have been successfully
used in WSN applications, it is important to note that for each individual
application, the estimator parameters such as weights and order must be
computed. Moreover, a single time series estimation may not fit for all different applications [90]. This is particularly noteworthy because a SG network holds in different data types with different QoS necessities. Thus, the
proposed solution should handle those requirements and be as general as
possible.

4.2

LMS Limitations

LM S adaptive algorithm is proven to be robust and accurate with a very
low computation [27], yet showing features that perfectly fit WSN requirements. However, the choices of the step size and the filter length are essential in the convergence of the algorithm. Starting with a large step size gives
a fast convergence of the filter but results in a larger M SE, and a too small
step size degrades the capabilities of the algorithm. Varying the step size to
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a smaller value after a certain number of iterations if needed is then beneficial. Concerning the filter length, its choice will indicate the computation
load of the algorithm (how many samples we will consider on every iteration). We note that increasing the filter length does not necessarily improve
the performance of the filter. Choosing the right parameters is then crucial.
Many propositions to adapt and adjust these variables are proposed in
literature, but having a direct mathematical analysis of the stability and
steady-state performance is a very complicated task in LM S [80]. These
adaptations may seem adequate for one application and kind of data set,
but less efficient to other ones.
Adaptive filters perform predictions generally without requiring a priori knowledge about the statistical properties of the phenomenon of interest. But due to the very complex task of selection of the optimal step size,
when to increase/decrease it and the optimal filter length, specially in the
case of multiple applications running on the network, we propose a modification to LM S. It consists of collecting the data for every application for
a specific time, storing them and performing a simple and straightforward
training script to choose the optimal filter parameters for every application.
Our proposition enables then a reliable data prediction for the different
heterogeneous applications in a SG by choosing the adequate parameters
accordingly. It is mostly suitable in contexts of continuous data reporting
applications where data redundancy is likely to occur.

4.3

Our Contribution: LMS_MOD

Our contribution, that we denoted by LM S_M OD (for modified LM S),
consists of adding another step to the initialization phase for the LM S prediction algorithm in [28] by training the filter with enough data. Figure 4.3
shows a diagram with the new additions to the existing LM S algorithm for
data prediction in WSN which are marked in blue. We vary the step size
and filter length within specific intervals in order to optimize these values
(by minimizing the M SE) for every specific application. We start by the
upper bound of µ as per Equation 4.6.
In order to minimize the M SE we compute:
• The appropriate filter length M denoted as i,
• The optimal time to switch to a smaller value denoted as j,
• The new value of µ denoted as k.
After we obtain the three aforementioned values, we execute our prediction algorithm with these parameters for the rest of the data. In this way
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F IGURE 4.3: Diagram of the modified LMS algorithm process (the modification marked in blue)

and since the application data has different characteristics, every application will have distinct parameters achieving a minimal M SE. Concerning
the energy load resulting from this adaptation, we run our adaptation script
offload using numerical simulations in order to obtain the coefficients before running it on a WSN.

4.3.1

Simulation setup and parameters determination

In order to validate our proposition, we use real value traces from the
NREL National Wind Technology Center [91] for photovoltaic cells. We
consider the irradiance, temperature, humidity and average wind speed
values collected every minute between 4 am to 8 pm from 04/06/2017 and
06/30/2018. A description of the traces characteristics is presented in Table 4.1. It is worth mentioning that each data type has different characteristics and ranges, therefore, the prediction task is even more challenging.
We calculate the upper bound of the step size λmax using the first 60 values of u[n], same as the number used to train the filter in the initialization
phase. We consider four different thresholds for each data type (note that
these thresholds can be adjusted for specific needs). We consider a one hop
communication environment with no loss in order to prove the efficiency of
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Data Type

Max. Value

Min. value

Std. dev.

Irradiance (w/m2 )

1.4932 ∗ 103

0

360.41

Air Temp. (°F)

88.847

24.318

13.246

Humidity (%)

100

11.52

22.9013

Avg. Wind Speed (M P H)

54.60

0.693

6.518

TABLE 4.1: Data traces description

our proposal in an optimal case scenario. We test our algorithm by means
of numeric simulation on Matlab. For the adaptation in the initialization
phase, we execute a Matlab script for one day of collected data. We vary
three parameters i, j and k corresponding to the filter length, the factor by
which we will divide the old µ and after how many iterations simultaneously (the time we will switch to the new computed µ value) respectively.
We vary i between 1 and 10, and j, k between 1 and 100 with a step of 5,
and we choose the value that minimizes the M SE. We note that the choice
of these intervals can be changed, but we realized after several tests that
the optimal values always fall within these ranges. The obtained values
are shown in Table 4.2 and then are used to feed the filter in order to predict the data for the whole previously mentioned duration. We compare
LM S_M OD to LM S_V SS which is proposed in [86]. LM S_V SS respects
the prediction phases as in [28] (Initialization, normal and stand-alone) but
with a variable step size like our proposition. In [86] µ starts with the value:
−2
µold = 2λ−1
max .10

(4.7)

and switches to a stable value:
µnew = µold /M

(4.8)

after n iterations. Where M is the filter length and n is the number of consecutive readings in stand-alone mode. They chose n = M 3/2 . M is initialized to 4 in [86] and to different values in [28] chosen arbitrarily. For the
sake of fairness, we chose the same filter length and λmax for LM S_V SS as
the one used in LM S_M OD for every data set.

4.3.2

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposition LM S_M OD on Matlab in comparison with LM S_V SS in terms of two performance metrics: root mean
square error and data reduction percentage.
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Data Type

Threshold

Filter Length

µ Div. Factor

Nbr. of Iter.

Irradiance
(w/m2 )

1
3
5
7

1
1
1
1

96
51
96
91

76
76
81
71

Air Temp. (° F)

0.5
1
2
2.5

4
4
4
4

26
6
11
1

16
21
41
1

Humidity %

1
2
3
4

3
3
3
3

96
36
41
16

16
31
16
31

Avg. Wind
Speed (M P H)

0.5
1
1.5
2

2
2
1
1

6
6
26
1

71
96
96
1

TABLE 4.2: Data traces obtained parameters

4.3.2.1

root mean square error

In order to reflect the overall performance of our proposition we compute
the Root Mean Square Error (RM SE) for every data trace, which corresponds to the root of the MSE that is given by:
i=1

1X
(û[n] − u[n])2
M SE =
n n

(4.9)

where n is the number of samples.The MSE reflects the overall performance
in terms of prediction errors. The RMSE is used to simplify the display of
the results.
Figures 4.4 → 4.7 show the RM SE for LM S_M OD and LM S_V SS for
the different data types. We observe that for the temperature, humidity and
average wind speed LM S_M OD has a lower RM SE than LM S_V SS (a
lower overall error in the prediction), this is mainly due to the choice of the
parameters (Table 4.2) that minimizes the M SE (RM SE respectively). For
the irradiance, the RM SE is quite close for LM S_M OD and LM S_V SS
with a slight improvement for LM S_M OD. Here, the filter length chosen
is equal to one (Table 4.2). This is mostly due to the high deviation of the
collected data as we observe from the high value of the standard deviation,
360.41, in Table 4.1. In this case, the step size has a relative small value (the
data values for the irradiance have a strong variance between negative and
positive values). Then, the dividing factor has less effect on the step size
variation. Hence the relatively close values of RM SE for both approaches.

4.3. Our Contribution: LMS_MOD

LMS_MOD

57

LMS_VSS

54

50.42

50.41

50.45

50.45

50.78

50.7

51

50.77

52
50.68

RMSE

53

50
49
1

3
5
Threshold (w/m2 )

7

F IGURE 4.4: RMSE for irradiance

LMS_MOD

LMS_VSS

5

0.85

1

0.66

2

3.4

3.21

1.61

3

1.41

2.97

2.9

RMSE

4

0
0.5

1
2
Threshold (°F)

2.5

F IGURE 4.5: RMSE for temperature

4.3.2.2

Data reduction percentage

Figures 4.8 → 4.11 show the data reduction percentage achieved for both
methods. This latter corresponds to the number of predicted packets whose
values fall within the range of the chosen threshold, thus that were not sent
to the sink. We can see that our proposition presents higher reduction percentage than LM S_V SS for the temperature, humidity and average wind
speed: between 2 and 6% of packets are saved for the temperature, between
10 and 12% for the humidity and between 1 and 8% for the average wind
speed. This is due to the optimal choice of the parameters during the offline training of the filter for each application and data type accordingly.
Concerning the irradiance, the reduction percentage is again close between
LM S_M OD and LM S_V SS with a slight improvement for LM S_M OD.
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LMS_MOD

LMS_VSS
4.58

4.36

4.2

4
2.44

RMSE

5

4.87

6

1.55

1.21

2

1.98

3

1
1

2
3
Threshold (%)

4

F IGURE 4.6: RMSE for humidity

LMS_MOD

LMS_VSS

5

1.67

1.58

1.55

1.47

1.43

1.35

2

1.19

3
1.24

RMSE

4

1
0
0.5

1
1.5
Threshold (%)

2

F IGURE 4.7: RMSE for average wind speed

This is due as already mentioned for the similarity of the chosen parameters
between the two propositions. It is worth noting, that the existing solutions,
and in particularly LM S_V SS in this case may perform well in some applications but less efficiently in others, which is shown in our results. Unlike
our approach that provides a benefit in every case.

4.4

Discussion And Possible Improvements

Before coming to our conclusions, we discuss some relevant issues in our
proposition. While LM S_M OD proved to be efficient for several data
types by reducing the M SE and ensuring a high data reduction percentage, our straightforward training may misbehave in some conditions, i.e.,

Data Reduction (%)
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LMS_MOD

80

LMS_VSS

75
70
65
60
55
50
1

3

5

7

Threshold (w/m2 )

Data Reduction (%)

F IGURE 4.8: Data reduction for irradiance

LMS_MOD

100

LMS_VSS

95
90
85
80
75
70
0.5

1

2

2.5

Threshold (°F)
F IGURE 4.9: Data reduction for temperature

in environments where the data may become incoherent from one season
to another, or when one day of data training is not enough. A possible
improvement could be to investigate the variations of every data set (e.g,
maximum and minimum values, standard deviation) and train the filter for
every data type accordingly by taking these variations into consideration.
This will allow a global yet personalized vision of every application traffic
type.
Moreover, in LM S_M OD we optimize the parameters so as we minimize the M SE, which might result in a lower data reduction percentage
in some cases. Same way if we train it in the opposite way. Further improvement on how to optimize these two metrics should be studied and
considering new metrics as well.
Furthermore, in a real sensor network our model could rise a reliability
issue; in a real WSN with interference and losses, if the message containing the reading message transmitted by the sensor is lost, the model at the
destination will go apart and the algorithm will predict erroneous values.
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LMS_MOD

Data Reduction (%)

100

LMS_VSS

95
90
85
80
75
70
65
1

2

3

4

Threshold (%)
F IGURE 4.10: Data reduction for humidity
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Data Reduction (%)
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LMS_VSS

85
80
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65
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1
1.5
Threshold (MPH)

2

F IGURE 4.11: Data reduction for average wind speed

This should be carefully handled by sending regular control messages per
example in order to maintain the synchronization between the sink and the
sensor nodes.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an overview of the work around data
prediction in WSN and mainly considering time series forecasting and LMS
algorithm. We have proposed a modification of the LM S prediction algorithm for WSN to adapt it to different applications with different QoS as per
a SG environment. We have tested our approach with real data traces for
photovoltaic cells, and have performed simulations considering one hop
communication networks. We have trained the filter offline for one day
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with the data traces corresponding to each application in order to optimize
the parameters that minimize the M SE. Our numerical results show a better performance than LM S_V SS, a state of the art solution, in terms of
RM SE and percentage of data economy.
In the next chapter we will study another data reduction technique to be
used for SGs which is data aggregation. We will overview the main ongoing
work around data aggregation for WSN and SGs and present our proposed
solution.
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Data aggregation in Smart
Grids
In Chapter 4, we reviewed the existing work on data prediction techniques
and mainly around time series forecasting and LM S algorithm in wireless
sensor networks. After that, we presented our approach which consists of
a modification of the LM S algorithm to fit with the heterogeneous QoS demands of Smart Grid applications. Data prediction techniques are the most
beneficial in the context of continuous data collection where data variations
are limited and redundancy is more likely e.g, photovoltaic monitoring applications.
In this chapter, we address another data reduction technique which is
data aggregation for Smart Grids applications in a wireless sensor network.
Data aggregation can be applied not only on the source and destination
nodes as per data prediction, but potentially on every node in the network.
It can be used with wider applications by aggregating jointly data packets generated by different applications with different QoS. However, this
comes at the cost of many factors e.g., using the radio spectrum more frequently than a data prediction scenario, sending larger packets across the
network which may increase the packet loss, etc. That’s why more than one
data reduction technique is needed, where one will be picked depending
on the characteristics of the application and the data it generates.
Here, we will approach data aggregation. As presented in [23] and highlighted in blue on Figure 5.1, data aggregation can be split into two categories: in-network processing and data compression (readers may refer to
Section 1.2.2 for more details).
In fact, with the extensive load of data collected from the different Smart
Grid applications, it appears necessary to exploit data reduction techniques
in order to mitigate the communication charge and radio spectrum usage
in the wireless network. Data aggregation is a feasible process in which information is gathered and expressed in a summary form. In other words,
and in a wireless sensor network scenario, it consists of combining data
from multiple sensors across the network and sending the aggregated data
to the base station. This will reduce loads on the communication links, thus
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F IGURE 5.1: Categorization of energy saving in sensor networks [23] (data aggregation techniques highlighted)

achieving a better utilization of the wireless channel and reducing energy
consumption. Data aggregation can be lossless, which refers to concatenating individual data packets into larger ones, thus reducing per-packet
protocol overhead. In this case, no data is lost. Or lossy aggregation, where
we may encounter loss of information since the payload is reduced, e.g,
averaging the sensor values.
In a Smart Grid, different applications require different QoS priorities.
Consequently, data aggregation must respect these requirements (i.e, delays caused by aggregating the packets) in order to ensure a reliable communication.
Existing approaches lack full suitability with Smart Grid applications
in terms of QoS requirements specially in a wireless sensor network environment (e.g., delay sensitivity, heterogeneous priorities and sizes in data
packets, limited autonomy). They might be suitable in some aspects but
disregard others, which may not be adequate in Smart Grids.
Our proposition consists of a QoS efficient data aggregation algorithm
for the different traffic in a SG network. It takes into consideration the heterogeneous traffic in terms of priority in the Smart Grids.

5.1

Related Work

In this section, we overview the different methods and categories of data
aggregation in WSN and we present the main existing works on data aggregation in WSN and SGs.

5.1. Related Work

5.1.1
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Data aggregation means

The architecture of the sensor network may play a vital role in the performance of different data aggregation protocols. In this section, we classify
these protocols from a communication perspective into three major classes
of aggregation algorithms [92]: structured, unstructured and hybrid. This is
done according to the characteristics of their communication pattern (routing protocol) and network topology.
• Structured communication (usually hierarchy-based) class refers to
aggregation algorithms that are dependent on a specific network topology and routing scheme to operate correctly. They can be per example
cluster-based, where sensor nodes are grouped into clusters, with one
cluster head for each cluster. Members of a cluster send packets to
their cluster head via single-hop or multi-hop communication. The
cluster head is responsible for coordinating data transmission activities of all sensors in its cluster. Examples of cluster-based algorithms:
LEACH [93], HEED [94], etc. Or tree-based, where sensor nodes are
organized into a tree and data aggregation is performed at intermediate nodes along the tree. After that, a concise representation of the
data is transmitted to the root node [95]. Examples of tree-based algorithms: EADAT [96], PEDAP [97], etc.
• Unstructured communication (usually, gossip-based) category covers
aggregation algorithms that can operate independently from the network organization and structure, without establishing any predefined
topology e.g., gossip-based communication protocols [98, 92]. They
are strongly related to epidemics, where an initial "infected" node
sends a message to a (random) subset of its "contaminated" neighbors, which repeat this propagation process "one to many". With the
right parameters, almost the whole network will end up participating
in this propagation scheme. Examples of gossip-based appraoches:
Push-Sum Protocol [99], DRG [100], etc.
• Hybrid approaches combine the use of different communication techniques to obtain improved results from their synergy. Commonly,
the use of a hierarchic topology is mixed with gossip communication [101].

5.1.2

Data aggregation in WSN and SGs

In literature, many works have addressed the data aggregation in WSN and
SGs. In [102] two aggregation methods for processing data in smart meters are used: combining and manipulating. In the combining method, the
concentrator removes all individual headers and includes only one single
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header for the large packet with no data modifications. The manipulating method consists of calculating the result of the messages thus reducing
considerably the total size of the messages. In [103], two aggregation techniques are proposed as well: Quantize and average aggregation. Quantize
aggregation is used for analogue signals that are sampled by sensors and
average aggregation for data generated by sensors deployed on the same
location. However, although these techniques reduce the size of data transmitted through the network, no QoS measures are considered concerning
the delays and the diversity of data messages from different applications
with different priorities.
Data packet concatenation in SGs is also addressed in [104], the authors achieve header compression on packets and formulate an optimization problem to optimally configure the sizes of the aggregated packets.
They consider pre-defined message arrival distribution to the sink. However they utilize only overhead reduction, which may be insufficient alone
in the presence of larger data packets with smaller headers.
Many other researches considered energy [105], delay guarantee [106]
and other QoS requirements [107, 108] in data aggregation for SGs and sensor networks generally. However, none of these works addresses the challenge of having delay sensitive data traffic with different delivery priorities
and sizes while reducing energy consumption and maximizing the available bandwidth.
Our proposition aims to enable QoS aggregation in the SGs for heterogeneous traffic. This is done by allowing data traffic with different priorities to
be aggregated/concatenated in the WSN according to their requirements.

5.2

Proposed Solution

In our proposition, we consider a SG network consisting of several wireless
sensors collecting data with different packet sizes and priorities. They can
potentially act as aggregators, if they have enough resources, that receive
the data and aggregate or concatenate it depending on their QoS requirements. They finally send the aggregated data across the network. The routing process is mostly left unchanged, we only add the aggregation functionality when it is possible. With that being said, this algorithm can be used
with our proposition for multiple instances in RPL from Chapter 2. However, it is worth mentioning that in case of aggregating data packets inside
the network (potentially on every node in the network), the routing process
might get affected. The metrics might switch routes when a big packet is
arriving for example. These issues will be discussed later in the chapter.
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Packets are generated with classifiers in their headers considering their
type and criticality. We classify them into two levels: critical and regular.
These levels could be adjusted for other applications depending on the network characteristics. Two different queues are created at the aggregator
level: lossy and lossless queue. The lossy queue contains delay insensitive
data packets (regular) that are generally big in size [19], which will allow
us to aggregate the packets with the appropriate aggregation function [25].
The lossless queue contains delay sensitive data packets with critical priorities and with a header which represents a significant overhead compared
to the payload size. Header compression is thus performed on the packets.
We note that in this work, we do not deal with the different aggregation
techniques (e.g., average, sum), readers may refer to [25] for more details.

The proposed aggregation algorithm
In the following, we explain the main functionality of the proposed aggregation algorithm and its functions. We note that our proposition is twofold:
in the first part we consider that the aggregators are situated one hop away
from the sink which we refer to as data compression (Figure 5.2). In the
other part, and using the same algorithm, every sensor can act as an aggregator depending on its resources wherever it is located in the network
which we refer to it as in-network processing (Figure 5.5).
First part: data compression
Figure 5.2 depicts a small network consisting of 3 sender nodes (sensors)
and an aggregator which is situated one hop away from the sink. The
sender node sends and receives packets from other sensor nodes with different priorities included in their headers. We refer to this delay by Maximum allowed delay. Routes are constructed according to the existing routing
protocol with no influence from the aggregation algorithm as already mentioned.
In Figure 5.3, when an aggregator receives a packet, it will firstly update
its delivery time (U pdate_LD()) corresponding to the time-stamp included
in the header of the packet (Maximum allowed delay) minus the time T the
packet spent to arrive to the aggregator. This will allow us to identify how
much time the packet can stay in the aggregator before being sent to the
sink. We store the value in the variable LD corresponding to Left Delay.
After that, the function F ree_Space() will check whether the node can
store more packets. This decision is made depending on the node’s available internal storage at the time of arrival of the packet.
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F IGURE 5.2: Aggregation scenario

Algorithm 1: Aggregator node
Update_LD() ; /* LD= Maximum allowed delay - time from
the sender node to aggregator */
if Free_Space() AND Battery_Node() > Threshold1 then
Aggregate();
Send_AgPacket();
else
Send_Packet();
end
F IGURE 5.3: Aggregator node algorithm

5.2. Proposed Solution
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Algorithm 2: Lossy_Queue()/Lossless_Queue()
TTL if Earliest_Deadline > Delivery_Threshold AND LD >
Delivery_Threshold AND AggrPktSize < MTU AND TTL > 0 then
Lossy_Aggregation()/Lossless_Aggregation();
Update_Earliest_Deadline() ;
/* Earliest deadline in
the aggregated packet */
TTL - - ;
else
Concatenate();
end
F IGURE 5.4: Lossy/Lossless queue algorithm

The function Battery_N ode() will check whether the node has enough
energy to aggregate more packets. By enough energy we mean that the aggregator (considering a wireless sensor powered by a battery) should have
enough left capacity more than a predefined threshold (e.g. 20% energy
left). If these two conditions hold, we can aggregate packets and send the
aggregated packets afterwards. If not, the packets are sent without aggregation. In the aggregator, the packets can be aggregated or concatenated
(header compression). For the sake of simplicity, we show only header
compression on Figure 5.2.
In the aggregate function, we check the packet type and send it to the
corresponding queue (lossy or lossless queue). We note that the algorithm
in Figure 5.4 holds for both the lossy and lossless queues. The only difference is in the function Lossy_Aggregation() or Lossless_Aggregation().
If the packet is tagged as regular, it is sent to the Lossy_Queue(). If not
(i.e., tagged critical), it is sent to the Lossless_Queue() (Figure 5.4), where
four conditions have to be validated in order to aggregate packets:
• Earliest_Deadline > Delivery_Threshold: aggregating if the packet with
the earliest deadline in the aggregated packet is still within its allowed delay. The delivery threshold is updated proactively with the
acknowledgment (Ack) sent back from the sink to the aggregator that
piggybacks the time spent from the aggregator to the sink. For example, we can see on Figure 5.2 3 packets in the aggregated packet with
t1, t2, t3 deadlines to be sent to the sink. These deadlines are decremented with the experiment time (U pdate_Earliest_Deadline()). Once
the packet with the earliest deadline approaches the Delivery_T hreshold
by a certain fixed value, the whole aggregated packet is sent to the
sink. In other words, the packet with the earliest deadline must have
enough time to be sent from the aggregator to the sink.
• LD > Delivery_Threshold: which means that the delivery threshold
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from the aggregator to the sink must be smaller than the Left (remaining) Delay LD, and always by a fixed threshold.
• AggrPktSize < MTU: aggregating as long the aggregated packet is smaller
than the Maximum Transmission Unit (M T U ) of the link.
• TTL > 0: even if the above conditions are valid and after a certain
time we send the packet anyway on the link i.e, when the Time To
Live (T T L) expires, which will avoid routing loops.
As long as these above conditions are valid, an arriving regular packet

to the aggregator will undergo a Lossy_Aggregation(), and all the timers
are updated. Same applies for the Lossless_Queue() with a packet tagged
critical. If not valid, we concatenate the incoming packet with the existing
aggregated packet if possible in terms of time and available space and send
it immediately to the sink.
Second part: in-network processing
In-network processing consists of processing the data collected by the sensor nodes themselves between the source and the destination reducing the
amount of data while traversing the network. Our proposition relies on the
hypothesis that the aggregation function is totally independent from the
routing protocol. While we presented in the previous paragraph the model
of aggregating the packets one hop away from the sink, our algorithm can
be applied at any node in a WSN. In short, any node inside the network can
choose whether to aggregate or not the incoming packets based on its resources. This will reduce the load on the wireless links, by communicating
less (sending less packets) inside the network. However, and although the
same algorithm (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) can be applied here, few things that
may affect the routing process need to be further investigated and considered, which we will discuss in the next section.

Second part: case scenario
Figure 5.5 depicts an example of a WSN running RPL protocol with the
ET X metric. RPL being a proactive routing protocol pre-establishes the
routes in the network. Each node sends packets in the upward direction to
its parent node noted P (for more details about RPL functionality readers
may refer to Section 2.4).
Node 6 forwards packets to node 1 passing by nodes 4 then 3, nodes 7
and 8 passing by nodes 5 then 3, nodes 5 and 4 by node 3 and finally nodes
2 and 3 directly to 1.
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F IGURE 5.5: Data aggregation example in a WSN

First of all, the nodes will aggregate a new packet if and only if this new
packet has the same destination as the one already in the queue. This will
avoid disaggregating the packets on the way to the destination. We consider that node 4 is unable to aggregate packets due to its limited resources,
then the routing remains unchanged through this node. Meanwhile node 5
has enough resources to aggregate packets (again, for the sake of simplicity
we show only header compression as aggregated data on node 5). Node 7
and 8 forward data packets to node 5 which will aggregate these packets as
described in Algorithms in Figure 5.3 and 5.4.
Here, aggregating these packets may lead to a higher percentage of
packet loss (which means higher re-transmissions) since we are now sending larger packets. This will affect the ET X metric that might switch to a
new parent (parent 2 in this case) if it offers a better ET X. The aggregation
algorithm will then affect the choice of the routes in the network. Moreover,
nodes and links near the aggregating nodes will be more saturated than the
others in the network (because of sending larger packets on these links and
through these nodes), which might as well alter the ET X metric value.
Now considering another example where another metric like HC for
example is used. This metric has no reliability mechanism and relies only
on the number of hops from the destination to deliver the packets. Aggregating packets on a network using this metric will make it more likely for
routing inconsistencies to happen for the same reasons stated above.
Finally, our approach relies on timers updated regularly across the network in order to guarantee the packet delivery on time respecting each
packet’s QoS. Losing a packet holding a timer may cause a misbehavior
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of the algorithm and the routing protocol (e.g., holding a packet in the aggregator more than its tolerated delay).
As a result to the previous observations, we may realize that our algorithm, although being independent from the routing protocol, may influence and alter the choice of the routes in some cases. This is a behavior we
cannot escape. But still, our algorithm can independently sit on top of any
routing protocol without adding extra mechanisms to it. What should be
considered carefully, is the choice of the routing metrics (if the routing protocol allows it) in case an aggregation is envisaged on the network. These
metrics should take into consideration the burden that could be added by
the aggregation scenario.

5.3

Expected Results

In this section, we discuss the results that we expect to obtain when validating our proposition with simulations and experiments. Our approach can
be compared to any other algorithm with and without aggregation e.g., the
algorithms discussed in Section 5.1.
First of all aggregating packets will lead to less packets sent across the
network and less bandwidth consumed, which will result in reducing the
load on the communication links and achieving energy savings since the
communication task consumes most of the energy in WSNs.
Moreover, packets criticality and sizes are taken into consideration in
our proposition. For that, we expect that the packets will arrive within
their deadlines, thanks to the different timers and thresholds across the network. We note that in order to respect these thresholds the network and the
different nodes should be perfectly synchronized. One solution could be to
investigate the use of Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) MAC protocol [109] which allows a global time synchronization between the nodes in
the network.
On the other hand, the delivery delays will be longer than a non aggregation scenario where packets are not stored in the queues. This will
have an impact on the total latency in the network but won’t affect the QoS
requirements of the packets since they will be sent within their deadlines.
Packet delivery ratio might be affected also in our proposition as in any
other aggregation algorithm, since aggregating means (sometimes) sending larger packets thus resulting in more losses. We will deeply investigate
this issue in order to mitigate these potential losses.

5.4. Summary

5.4
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Summary

In this chapter, we have overviewed the main work around data aggregation in WSN and SGs. We have proposed a work in progress solution for
data aggregation in SGs networks. QoS requirements of the different applications are taken into consideration by storing the packets in two different
queues depending on their quality requirements. The expected results aim
to reduce the energy consumption in a SG controlled by a WSN, while respecting the corresponding delays and QoS requirements. Several tests and
investigations have to be performed (i.e, computer simulations) before the
completion of this work to quantify the gains. After that we will test our
algorithm on a real test-bed [75] to validate our theoretical approach.
In the next and final chapter, we conclude the thesis and provide an
overview of the future work and research directions we would like to consider.
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Conclusion and Perspectives
The Smart Grid envisages the electric grid as a distributed, flexible, automated and integrated infrastructure. It includes decentralized control,
diagnosis and repair providing the various actors with major capabilities.
Moreover, it faces the challenges of switching from the traditional unidirectional and centralized conventional grid to a Smart Grid where the number
of producers may equalize the number of customers. With that being said,
it appears necessary to instrument and control the different entities in the
network with an adequate and efficient communication network. A wireless sensor network, designating the ubiquitous network of the Smart Grid,
communicating and exchanging control messages through the grid will enable these aforementioned features.
The aim of this thesis consists of enabling QoS efficient heterogeneous
communications for Smart Grids based on wireless sensor networks.

6.1

Conclusion

Our first objective in this thesis has been to ensure a QoS efficient routing
in the ubiquitous network of the SG. Our protocol of interest is the standard RPL for routing in low-power and lossy networks that the SGs are a
part of. RPL allows multiple logical instances at the network layer which
will enable QoS differentiation. Moreover, being a general protocol, the
main objective functions of RPL are not optimized for SG applications traffic types.
Our proposition OF QS consists of a new objective function to be compliant with RP L protocol to support the multi-instance feature proposed
by the standard. Our approach takes different features of both nodes and
links into consideration; it considers the remaining energy of nodes, the latency and the multiple instances beside the reliability using ET X metric at
once. OF QS adapts the routing to the number of instances in a network
providing a differentiation based on the requirements of the SG applications. We have conducted simulations and real test-bed experiments to test
our approach in both best case scenario and a realistic environment respectively. Our results confirm the robustness and show the high performances
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of OF QS. It achieves significant improvement in terms of End-to-End delay, network lifetime and PDR while insuring a load balancing among the
nodes compared to standard solutions.
Our second objective in this thesis has been to enable data reduction
in a SG network managed by a WSN. The goal is to reduce the number of
messages transmitted in the wireless network in order to save energy and
bandwidth.
At first, we have considered data prediction techniques. We have highlighted the requirements that a data prediction algorithm must have in order to fulfill the SGs QoS needs. We have proposed a modification of the
LM S prediction algorithm for WSN to adapt it to different applications
with different characteristics as per a SG environment. We have tested our
approach with real data traces of photovoltaic cells. We have trained the
filter offline for one day with the data traces corresponding to each application in order to optimize the parameters that minimize the M SE. We have
performed simulations considering one hop communication networks. Our
numerical results show a better performance than LM S_V SS, a state of the
art solution, in terms of RM SE and percentage of data economy.
After data prediction, we have considered data aggregation and in-network
processing. Here, we can aggregate heterogeneous data jointly from different applications.
Our proposition consists of a solution for data aggregation in SGs networks. It takes the QoS requirements of the SG heterogeneous applications
into consideration by storing the packets in two different queues depending
on their quality requirements. We expect to reduce the energy consumption
in a SG, while respecting the corresponding delays and QoS requirements.

6.2
6.2.1

Perspectives
Short term

In this thesis, we have regularly recalled potential improvements and open
perspectives concerning our work. Overall, it is noteworthy to mention
that the different algorithms proposed may merit a deeper investigation
and some optimization.
Starting from our objective function OF QS for RPL, mOF QS metric
parameters α and β are fixed for the three instances. Here, further improvements should be made in order to automatically compute these parameters and optimize their values using machine learning techniques per
example. One solution could be by training the network offline in order
to compute the best values of these parameters. Additionally, our evaluation considered the global performance of multiple instances. However,
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it is important to examine each instance independently and study the impact of one instance over the other in a multiple instances network. Are
the instances going to be totally independent? Are the selected routes going to be
independent from one instance to another? Those are some of the important
questions that need to be investigated and evaluated in order to quantify
the impact. Moreover, the experiments should be stressed in order to investigate the impact of having a bigger number of instances running together
on the routing mechanism. Furthermore, downward routing and point to
point routing should also be tested using our OF in order to inspect the
influence of having a two-way routing on the overall performance.
Secondly, concerning our data prediction solution LM S_M OD, our proposition is tested via numerical simulations considering a one hop communication network with no loss. It is important to test it in a realistic environment with interference and multi-hop communications. This may require few modifications in the algorithm like adding factors to consider the
packet losses that may occur. Moreover, in LM S_M OD we optimize the
parameters so as we minimize the M SE, further metrics should be taken
into consideration and maybe combined in order to get the most out of the
prediction algorithm.
Now concerning the data aggregation proposed solution, our theoretical approach has drawn the outline on how to implement our algorithm and
what to expect as results. Anyhow, this algorithm should be certainly evaluated via simulations and real sensor experiment to validate this approach.
Moreover, in our proposition, we left the decision of the aggregation function to the network administrator. It is useful to study and implement some
aggregation functions that can be adapted to the type of traffic of a SG environment.
Hereafter, we propose one final yet important aspect to consider concerning our data reduction contribution. It consists of combining both the
data prediction and data aggregation algorithms. We believe that with a
fine tuning of the different parameters, this combination will be all beneficial for a SG environment with heterogeneous applications. Some applications where data redundancy is likely will enable performing data prediction and others will enable data aggregation, maximizing then the energy
reduction and the available bandwidth of the wireless network.

6.2.2

Long term

As efficient as the routing of the information and data reduction techniques
that we propose in the ubiquitous network of the SG, the multiplication of
energy sources, storage and load control will only be possible if some level
of autonomous decision is integrated into the ubiquitous network. Indeed,
the massive integration of renewable energy resources (e.g., wind turbine,
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solar panels) with their sporadic performance, will make it difficult, even
impossible, to be controlled only by human intervention. Moreover, determining the best solution to manage the network with the load control and
storage possibilities will add more complexity.
In order to handle this complexity and the associated variability, the
decision making must be "real-time", to avoid the interruption/failure of
the electrical network. This could be done by integrating the possibility
of automated decisions on the smart connected devices in the ubiquitous
network of the SG.
The model that we propose to explore is that of a multi-level intelligence. Each sensor of a building would be able to decide independently
the connection/disconnection from its energy source to the SG. This decision, and all the others taken by the sensors of the same logical level, would
then be analyzed on the "upper" level of the network (here, the building) in
order to take the appropriate decision and allow them to learn a possible
better answer in the future. This cognitive schema can be applied on several levels: sensors in building, buildings in neighborhood, neighborhoods
in town simultaneously and recursively.
The prediction model that we propose in this thesis, is a first step in this
smart decision scenario, even though it involves the routing process more
than the energy network driving. More advanced, yet lightweight models
of machine learning have to be explored in order to allow "smarter" decision
making. Taking into account the QoS requirements of the SGs and WSNs.

6.3

From A Smart Grid To A Smart City

The WSNs that help make up today’s SGs fit right into today’s Internet of
Things driven economy. SGs are capable of controlling the grid and transmitting electricity more efficiently, for instance, but are also constantly gathering data about utility usages around the cities they help operate. For that,
stakeholders and various actors are increasingly turning to SGs to power
and manage the cities of the future [110].
Indeed, the approaches and algorithms that we proposed in this thesis are not specific to SGs. They are mostly suitable to any context with
different applications on the same physical topology with different characteristics and QoS needs. This is all true for Smart Cities as well [111]. We
can easily imagine that our QoS enabled proposition for SGs using RPL and
multiple instances, can fit perfectly in a Smart City scenario. In fact, it is in
the heart of the Smart City. Having a WSN with sensors spread across the
city to collect SG related data and information can be used for Smart City
applications (e.g., smart parking, smart environment). These applications
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may fit in one or more new instances of RPL. Similarly, for the data reduction algorithms proposed, the Smart City applications can use the same
sensors and algorithms for sending their type of data simultaneously.
Consequently, a modernized grid will then offer huge advantages for
the stake holders by giving them a broader vision, management and control
of the "smarter" city while lowering the costs, as well as to the customers
making their daily life more comfortable and convenient.
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